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OPINIONS: 
Oxford adds ridiculous 
words to dictionary. 
see page B1 
SPORTS: 
Former Tiger makes 
national headlines 
after being stabbed by 
shattered bat. see page C4 
TIMEOUT: 
You are really 
dumb... for real. 
see page D1 
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What do three tournament titles, 
ten wins and a shutout in Jervey 
all have in common? The 2010 
Clemson Women's Volleyball team 
after capturing the Clemson Classic 
this weekend. Earlier this season, the 
Tigers won the Carolina Classic and 
the Big Orange Bash. 
The Lady Tigers established their 
strong presence in ACC play this 
weekend as they defeated Georgia 
Tech in a five-set contest last Friday 
night. Continuing the winning 
streak, the Tigers downed Georgia 
State 3-0 on Saturday and topped off 
the weekend by blasting FAMU 3-0 
on Sunday. 
Advancing to 10-2 on the season, 
the Tigers have been a collective force 
this season ignited by outstanding 
performances from individual 
players. 
Honored as the Clemson Classic's 
Tournament MVP, Sandra Adeleye 
posted 10 kills and seven blocks solely 
against FAMU. 






The Annual Book Sale returns 
again to the Cooper Library today, 
Sept. 24, starting at 9 a.m. and 
ending at 4 p.m. at the North side 
of the library near the pond. 
From 9 a.m. to 10 a.m., the 
sale will only be open to Clemson 
students and employees with their 
CUID. The public will be allowed 
in after 10 a.m. 
Hardcover books and all media 
will be $2.00, paperback books will 
be on sale for $1.00 and magazines 
will be 25 cents. 
There will be more than 
10,000 books, records, magazines, 
children's books and more available 
for purchase at the sale. 
"It's an opportunity to get books 
cheap, and I always find a surprise 
or two," John Zelenka, a recently- 
graduated environmental and 
natural resources major, said. 
Cash, check, Visa, Mastercard 
and Tiger 1 cards will be accepted. 
The library will provide boxes but 
also urges attendees to bring their 
own bags. 
Beck stirs controversy 
Fox News pundit and Tea Party icon talks hot topics in Littlejohn. 
TEDDY KULMALA 
NEWS EDITOR 
On the night of Sept. 17, Clemson residents 
barricaded their doors, bolted their windows and 
hid their children... and conservatives rolled out the 
welcome mat for Glenn Beck. 
The controversial conservative pundit and Fox 
News personality made a stop at Littlejohn Coliseum 
and presented his ideas on current events. He wasted 
no time in castigating liberals and progressives and 
their philosophies. 
He declared that progressives, usually found 
within the Democratic Party, are now "infecting" the 
Republican Party, singling out Sen. Lindsey Graham 
as an example. 
Beck pointed to the win of Delaware Republican 
senate nominee Christine O'Donnell as a sign of "the 
end of the beginning" for the Tea Party and praised 
Tea Partiers for "scaring the Republican Party, the 
Democratic Party and Independents" as well as the 
"established media," which he chided for what he 
called their "distortion" of his 8/28: Restoring Honor 
rally in Washington, D.C. 
On progressive politics, Beck lambasted "big 
see BECK page A2 
Tea Rarty icon Glenn Beck uses his infamous chalkboard to explain the damages he says progressives 
are doing to the country. 
Computer beefs up orders 
Electronic Build-a-Burger allows students to take their own orders. 
TRACI WASHINGTON 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
College students are very 
familiar with burgers, but many 
are not aware of the new electronic 
Build-a-Burgers available in dining 
facilities on Clemson's campus. 
Electronic Build-a-Burger may 
sound a bit complicated or as 
though there are robots in charge 
of constructing burgers, but it 
is nothing of that sort. Build-a- 
Burger is a new system that has 
been implemented in the Fernow 
Cafe across from Sirrine Hall that 
makes your dining experience more 
convenient and maybe a little more 
fun! 
At Build-a-Burger, students can 
take their own orders in a matter 
of minutes. 
It works by using a computer 
screen to put together your own 
burger, which leaves less room for 
order mix-ups. 
It starts you off by allowing you 
to choose your own meat, chicken 
or burger, and then it lets you 
choose your own toppings. 
Ryan Gillespie, Chairman 
of the Campus Life Committee, 
took part in choosing the burger 
building idea. 
"It's a really neat concept," 
Gillespie   said.   "You   can   choose 
The Build-a-Burger system is one of Clemson Dining Services' many new 
projects. Students can use the computer to create burgers or breakfast 
sandwiches. 
anything from your basic lettuce, 
tomatoes, to even mushrooms. You 
name it, they've got it." 
According to Gillespie, the 
ordering process and the cooking 
process may take as a little as three 
minutes. 
Each sandwich is cooked to 
order, so they are hot and ready 
when you get them. 
The Build-a-Burger even makes 
their buns and fries. Potatoes are 
cut daily for French fries and made 
fresh. 
The electronic burger initiative 
did not come out of thin air. 
Clemson's dining committee often 
travels to other universities and 
gathers ideas from their existing 
dining halls. 
"We look at different schools 
to see what they are doing, to see 
how we can improve our facilities, 
how we're doing better, and also 
ideas that they have thought of that 
we didn't think of," Gillespie said. 
"You see the good and the bad." 
Clemson Dining Services chose 
the Fernow Cafe for the home 
of   Build-a-Burger   because   they 
recently underwent a complete 
makeover. 
In addition to the Fernow Cafe 
renovation, changes were made this 
summer to the Eastside Food Court 
in the Hendrix center. 
What was Burger King is now 
Papa John's. 
The burger sensation was voted 
out last year by Clemson's student 
body. 
An email was sent out asking 
students what was . their least 
favorite vendor on campus, and 
Burger King received a majority of 
the votes. 
Students were then asked what 
they would like to see in Burger 
King's place. Pizza was the most 
popular, and then Papa John's was 
voted in. 
Gillespie stated that the pizza 
frenzy has been very popular so 
far this semester and students are 
showing that they voted for what 
they really wanted. 
What excites most students is 
the difference between the Papa 
John's pizza on campusvs. the Papa 
John's pizza off campus. 
Yes, they taste the same, but at 
the same price, the pizza on campus 
is a whole two inches bigger than 
the pizza off campus. The popular 
see BURGER page A4 
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Gamecocks' McKinley remembered 
USCs all-time leading rusher found dead in apartment after apparent suicide. 
McKinley was the Gamecocks' career leader in receptions, receiving yards 
and consecutive games with a reception. 
TEDDY KULMALA 
NEWS EDITOR 
On Monday, Denver Broncos 
wide receiver and former USC wide 
receiver Kenny McKinley was found 
dead in his apartment after an apparent 
suicide, reports said. 
According to The Associated Press, 
at 3:35 p.m. authorities were called 
to McKinley's Centennial apartment 
where he was found with a self- 
inflicted gunshot wound. Authorities 
would not disclose if a suicide note 
was found. 
The AP reported that a female 
friend of McKinley's discovered his 
body when she returned from running 
an errand with his child. 
According to The Atlanta Journal- 
Constitution, last Friday McKinley was 
at his former high school, South Cobb 
in Austell, Ga., for a football game. 
On Saturday, he was at Williams- 
Brice Stadium for the Gamecocks' 
victory over Georgia and talked with 
his former coach and teammates. 
"It's hard to comprehend," head 
coach Steve Spurrier told The State 
paper. "Kenny was one of my favorite 
all-time players... It's hard to figure 
how or why it happened. It's a sad day, 
a sad day." 
An article by ESPN said McKinley 
might have been depressed over the 
knee surgery he had one month ago. 
"He had made statements while playing 
dominoes shortly after the surgery that 
he should just kill himself," an officer 
said in an investigative report. "No 
one believed he was serious." 
According to the Journal- 
Constitution, "McKinley is South 
Carolina's career leader in receptions 
(207) and receiving yards (2,781)." 
He also leads in the most consecutive 
games with a reception at 43. 
After being selected by the Broncos 
in the fifth round of the 2009 draft, 
McKinley suffered a season-ending 
injury near the end of his first season 
and was placed on the Broncos' injured 
reserve. He was again placed on the 
reserve in August after reinjuring his 
knee, according to CBS News. 
The Journal-Constitution reports 
that on Sunday the Denver Broncos 
will have a moment of silence in 
honor of McKinley prior to their 
game against the Indianapolis Colts. 
According to an article on 
GamecockCentral.com, the USC 
football team will wear a No. 11 decal 
on their helmets for the Auburn game 
on Saturday. 
The AP said the funeral will be 
held Monday at the World of Faith 
Family Worship Cathedral in Austell. 
Services will be open to the public. 
Downing yogurt to 
fight cancer 
ZTA partners with "Save Lids to Save Lives." 
KELLEY NEWMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
How fast can one person eat five Yoplait yogurts? On 
Wednesday, Oct. 6, Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA) intends to answer 
that question by hosting a yogurt-eating contest as a way to 
raise awareness for Save Lids to Save Lives and the Big Man on 
Campus fundraiser. 
According to the Yoplait website, Save Dds to Save Lives is 
a national initiative by Yoplait to raise money for breast cancer 
research. 
For every pink yogurt lid sent in by Dec. 31, Yoplait will 
donate 10 cents to Susan G. Komen for the Cure. Zeta Tau 
Alpha national sorority is a partner in the initiative. 
Big Man on Campus is a pageant that ZTA puts on 
each year during October, which is Breast Cancer Awareness 
month. 
All the proceeds go towards breast cancer awareness and 
education, ZTAs philanthropy. 
Each year organizations are invited to nominate 
representatives to compete in the pageant. Like a less- 
extravagant Miss America pageant, contestants will compete 
in an introduction, talent and interview section. 
Contestants who participate will have the chance to eat 
five Yoplait yogurts as fast as they can in a period of two 
minutes. 
The three contestants who eat their yogurt the fastest will 
win points for the Big Man on Campus pageant. Amanda 
Whaley of ZTA said, "The contest will help serve as a great 
kick-off for ZTAs efforts to collect pink lids for Save Lids to 
Save Lives." 
For those of you who have nothing planned at 6 p.m. on 
Wednesday, Oct. 6, come by the quad to watch. 
"This will be a fun event that anyone can come watch for 
free," Whaley said. "We are really excited about continuing 
fundraising efforts for breast cancer awareness and education!" 
Also, look out for the Big Man on Campus pageant. The 
event is scheduled for Wednesday, OCT. 27 at 8 p.m. in the 
Brooks Center. 
Contestants will have the chance to eat five Yoplait 
yogurts as fast as they can in two minutes. 
This year the pageant is Disney-themed and contestants 
are encouraged to have fun with it. 
Everyone is welcome to come enjoy the festivities. 
"It's always a lot of fun, and it only costs $5. We 
encourage donations through money and pink Yoplait lids!" 
Whaley said. 
So, if you've got some spare time on your hands a couple 
Wednesdays in October, be sure to come out and help ZTA 
increase breast cancer awareness. 
BECK from page Al 
government" proponents such as 
former president Theodore Roosevelt. 
"Government doesn't create anything but 
problems," he said. "People create jobs 
and wealth... The government didn't 
create Microsoft, didn't create the iPod 
or iPad; Steve Jobs [created the iPod and 
iPad]. Key last name: Jobs!" 
On his green chalkboard — a staple 
of his TV show—Beck wrote three things 
he believes progressives are seeking to do. 
"Destroy: Our Faith, Our History, Our 
Constitution." Faith became a recurring 
theme throughout his presentation. 
He said progressives seek to "pervert 
churches," marginalize God and make 
church "only for Sunday." "No, I'm sorry," 
he said. "Church is seven days a week, 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year." 
"I'm not a religious leader," he 
continued. "I'm someone who believes 
in God, and only God can restore us and 
our country." 
Beck painted a grim picture regarding 
the country and economy, saying he 
foresees the Republicans retaking Congress 
in November and repealing legislation 
passed by the current Democrat majority. 
But, he said, the economy would fail in 
18 months, and the progressives would 
say everything failed because of the 
Republicans. "We are headed for financial 
meltdown," he said, adding that this was 
the best-case scenario. 
He called out Cass Sunstein, President 
Obama's regulatory czar, for comments he 
made while promoting his book "Nudge: 
Improving Decisions about Health, 
Wealth and Happiness." 
"We think there is a little Homer 
Simpson in all of us. Sometimes we have 
self-control problems, sometimes we're 
impulsive. In these circumstances, both 
public and private institutions, without 
coercing, can make our lives a lot better," 
Sunstein said. "Once we know that 
people are human and have some Homer 
Simpson in them, then there's a lot that 
can be done to manipulate them." 
"They think thatyou are stupid," Beck 
told the audience in regards to Sunstein's 
comments, calling him "dangerous." 
Beck then changed his negative 
outlook, saying Americans must allow 
each other to fail and then hold each 
other accountable for his or her mistakes. 
"Admit your mistakes to each other, 
not to finger-point but to fix," he said. 
"We're gonna make it." 
Not everyone at the coliseum was in 
agreement with Beck's ideas. Outside, a 
Tigerama has 
bright horizons 
Annual pep rally to highlight CU future. 
JORDAN SMITH 
STAFF WRITER 
Imagine this: Clemson football 
players singing and dancing. That sounds 
entertaining, right? Come out to Tigerama 
in Lirtlejohn Coliseum on Friday, Oct. 
1 to see the Clemson football team's 
entertaining performance along with 
many other acts that are sure to keep you 
on the edge of your seat. 
The 54th annual Tigerama 
homecoming pep rally continues a popular 
tradition planned and organized by the 
Blue Key Honor Society since 1957. 
Known as the second largest student-run 
pep rally in the nation, Tigerama 2010 
promises to be the most memorable show 
to date. 
The theme for this year's Tigerama 
is "Roaring Horizons," an appropriate 
theme seeing as how Clemson is poised to 
make great strides in the near future. "This 
year, it's the start of a new decade, and 
the Chinese year of the Tiger," Tigerama 
Director Helen Oxner said. "This year's 
theme is about the future of Clemson." 
The second annual performance 
by Clemson's football team promises to 
outshine last year's "Thriller" dance. "They 
are going to have something even better 
than last year," Oxner said. 
This year's pep rally will also include 
performances by Tiger Band, the Clemson 
cheerleaders, Rally Cats and Clemson 
alumnus Doug McCormick, ('08). There 
will be four skits put on by Clemson 
student organizations in addition to 
performances by student a cappella groups 
TakeNote and TIGEROAR. The crowd 
favorite firework display returns this year 
to cap off the night. 
Emcees for the show will be past 
Clemson football stars Michael Dean 
Perry ('87) and Will Merritt ('01). New 
head basketball coach Brad Brownell will 
also make an appearance. 
If all the exciting performances, 
celebrity appearances and rich traditions 
aren't enough to convince you to buy a 
ticket, then some great deals should do 
the trick "If for nothing else, students 
should buy a ticket to take advantage 
of the food discounts the day of the 
show," Richard Magrath, president of the 
Blue Key Honor Society, said. "Friar's 
Tavern, Tiger Town Tavern, Jugheads and 
Chick-fil-A of Seneca and Clemson will be 
offering discounts that should pay for your 
$6 student ticket." 
The festivities begin at 5:30 p.m. 
with a pre-event, Tailgate Tigerama, on 
Lirtlejohn lawn. The pre-event will include 
live entertainment, trick-or-treating for 
children and a fun atmosphere for all 
ages. 
Doors open for the main event at 6:30 
p.m. and the show starts at 7 p.m. Tickets 
will be $10 at the door on the night of the 
show but can be purchased in advance for 
$8 for adults and $6 for students. 
Tickets can be purchased in advance 
from numerous businesses in downtown 
Clemson or from the Tigerama website. 
All proceeds from Tigerama go to 
support the Tigerama Scholarship 
Endowment Fund. 
Visit www.Tigerama2010.com 
to purchase tickets and to find more 
information about the show. 
group of approximately 30 to 40 protestors 
gathered to voice their opposition to 
Beck's philosophies. 
"We're here to express our opposition 
to an ideology that we feel is dangerous to 
America," protest coordinator Will Dukes 
said. "Personally, I'm here to oppose the 
radicalization of the United States of 
America, the far left or the far right. But 
I feel like the far right is more dangerous 
at this point." 
"It's people like Glenn Beck who 
support this or have this sort of subde 
revolutionary agenda," Dukes continued, 
"and he uses his chalkboard with his 
conspiracy theories to anger a really 
volatile group of Americans, and it's 
dangerous, frankly." 
Dukes believes Beck is farther to 
the right than most Republicans, as 
demonstrated in his protest sign that read 
"The far right is wrong for America." 
The far right, I believe, is wrong," he 
said. "The moderate right and the right 
may be a little bit better, in my opinion." 
Dukes said he contacted CUPD, 
facilities managers at Litdejohn and several 
upstate Democratic Party organizations to 
put the protest in motion. One man 
even showed up to counter-protest, 
carrying a sign condemning "Obama 
Care." Dukes said the area, protected by 
metal railings, was a "free speech" area. 
Were encouraging him to express his 
constitutional right to disagree with' us," 
he said. 
In response to the Tea Party's claims 
of being a non-partisan organization and 
including Republicans, Democrats and 
independents, Dukes said he disagrees. 
"It's very obvious that there is a right-wing 
agenda behind it," he said. 




Every year Clemson's Air Force ROTC recognizes and honors those military service men 
and women who became prisoners of war (POWs) or those missing in action (MIAs) with a 
traditional and symbolic POW-MIA ceremony. At this year's ceremony on Sept. 16, Clemson 
alumnus David Castles stood before the audience in Tillman Hall auditorium to tell his 
story of becoming a World War II prisoner of war. 
Student cadets, military officers, family and friends watched as 
the traditional table ceremony was enacted by members of the 
Pershing Rifles, slowly and remorsefully, to honor those POWs 
and MIAs who are too often forgotten by all Americans. 
The white-clothed table was filled with symbolism: 
the empty yet saved chair of a loved one, a single 
rose in remembrance of family and friends 
awaiting their return and a black ribbon 
reminding Americans of those who will 
not be coming home. The caps from 
each branch of the military are left 
on the table to honor every armed 
force that defends the United 
States. 
Detachment       Wing 
Commander Cadet Michael 
Steadings escorted a man 
on stage and with great 
pride   introduced   his 
great uncle David Castles, 
a returned POW from 
WWII Castles was an 
Army Air Force enlisted 
staff sergeant on a B- 
17 bomber. On May 12,   . 
1944,   Mother's   Day, 
Castle's mission target 
was cut short when 
six German fighters 
shot down his plane 
near Czechoslovakia. 
After bailing out by 
parachute,   German 
civilians captured Castles and three other crewmembers. 
"We were six seconds from being shot," Castles said as he spoke of his experiences with 
the German civilians. 
Castles reported he and his crew were marched to Stalag Luf t IV, a POW 
camp where he remained for 14 months before returning home. He 
later learned his mother's intuition told her something had 
H IM        happened to him on Mother's Day in 1944. 
,,, "There is not a shadow of doubt in my mind 
e \ ^g£ that my survival that day was the answer to 
a mother's prayer," Castles said. 
A standing ovation of pride and 
admiration flooded the auditorium, 
and Steadings said he was humbled 
by his great-uncle's story. 
At the end of the ceremony, a 
candle was lit under a bamboo- 
framed   case    holding   a 
camouflage military jacket 
as a remembrance vigil. 
"Regardless       of 
people's beliefs on war, 
men and women have 
sacrificed their lives," 
Steadings said. 
"When asked to 
go, they go, and 
we should honor 
that." 
The        candle 
the     bamboo 
vigil        remained 
lit   for   24   hours 
outside  of Tillman 
Hall,    symbolizing 
undying   hope   and 
-emphasizing       the 
POW-MIA  phrase  - 
You are not forgotten. 





An oil drill is being used in a 
"Plan C" attempt to rescue 33 min- 
ers who are trapped 700 meters 
(2^00 feet) underground. 
The miners have been trapped for 
over a month, and rescuers believe 
that it may be another three months 
before the miners see the light of 
day. According to the ABC news, the 
"Plan C" drill reached approximate- 
ly 40 meters before it took another 
direction. Officials say that 20 or 30 
meters per day "would be a good 
average." The "Plan A" drill was at 
366 meters, and the "Plan B" drill 
reached 85 meters before the drilling 
advances were halted because the drill 
bit came loose and fell into the mine. 
Government engineers are currently 
designing three capsules intended 
to rescue the miners one by one. 
Engineers say the rescue capsule may 
take 10 to 12 days to build. 
The Washington Post 
Six people were arrested in 
London after being accused of 
threatening the Pope. 
According to the Washington 
Post, British officials received infor- 
mation that led to arrests of six men 
between the ages of 26 and 50. The 
men are currendy being held under 
the British Terrorist Act. None of the 
suspects have been charged as of yet, 
but they were suspected of "the com- 
mission, preparation or instigation of 
acts of terrorism." 
Five of the men were taken in at a 
garbage depot and the sixth man was 
arrested at his residence. The Vatican 
said the Pope was calm when he 
received the information. 
The initial searches of the sus- 
pects' property did not reveal any 
hazardous material. The Pope is heav- 
ily secured while he is in Britain, and 
the Vatican's spokesperson does not 
believe that the threats were substan- 
tial enough to raise the national threat 
level. 
The Chicago Tribune 
Early Tuesday morning five 
U.S. soldiers, three navy seals and 
one Navy special warfare technician 
were killed in a helicopter crash, 
U.S. officials stated on Wednesday. 
The cause of the crash has not 
yet been identified. The data recorder 
from the helicopter has been recov- 
ered. The crash occurred in a province 
in southern Afghanistan. 
The Taliban's presence in the 
province is strong, but it is not yet 
known if they were responsible for 
the fiery crash. The Navy stated that 
three coalition personnel are in criti- 
cal condition in a U.S. hospital in 
Afghanistan. 
They also stated that there were 
no reports of enemy fire in the area 
at the time of the crash. A memorial 
service for some of the fallen soldiers 




Prominent Atlanta pastor Eddie 
Long of Atlanta is being sued by 
three different men for negligence 
and fraud that involved a coerced 
sexual relationships with the men. 
Long denies the charge filed 
against him. According to CNN, the 
young men state they were recruited 
into the youth ministries and then 
coerced to perform sexual acts. They 
said they were taken on trips and the 
pastor would ask for them to strip and 
perform massages and oral favors. 
Many believe members in the church 
were aware of what was going on but 
concealed it. The lawyer of two of the 
men who are pointing fingers at the 
pastor said she has seen inappropri- 
ate text messages proving there was 
a relationship with the men and the 
pastor. As derogatory as these accu- 
sations may seem, many in Long's 
congregation refuse to believe their 
pastor could be responsible for this 
type of behavior. 
The LA Times 
Wide Receiver Kenny 
McKinley of the Denver Broncos 
was found dead in his apartment 
from an apparent self-inflicted gun- 
shot wound. 
Police were called to the scene 
after a female friend discovered his 
body. The Broncos were shocked 
and saddened when they received the 
news of their teammate. McKinley 
was a fifth-round draft pick in 2009 
and played football for the University 
of South Carolina. He holds records 
there, including South Carolina's all 
time leading receiver with 207 catches 
for 2,781 yards. His former teammates 
and Coach Spurrier were distraught 
by the news. "Kenny was certainly 
one of my all-time favorite players. 
It's hard to figure out why it happened 
like this," Spurrier said. 
ABC News 
A repeal on the ban of openly 
gay and lesbian members of the 
military was delayed once again 
when Senate Democrats fell short of 
the 60 votes needed to conditionally 
lift the ban. 
Disappointed gay rights activists 
are optimistic that lawmakers may still 
act. Lady Gaga recently expressed her 
opinion about the Don't Ask, Don't 
Tell law in Maine. She compared the 
policy sanctions to denying Americans 
prime rib. 
She acknowledged the argument 
that straight soldiers may feel uncom- 
fortable around gay soldiers, which 
may interfere with their work to pro- 
tect the country. 
Gaga stated the straight soldier, 
and not the gay soldier, should be sent 
home because he/she does not believe 
in equality. 
"If you are not committed to per- 
form with excellence as a U.S. soldier 
because you do not believe in full 
equality, then go home," Gaga said. 
^^^^>^ 
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CCIT to find new home 
in Cooper Library 




University Library Services 
and Clemson Computing and 
Information Technology (CCIT) 
announced recently that, in a joint 
collaborative effort, Cooper Library 
will serve as the new headquarters 
for CCIT's central Customer 
Support Center. 
The change is planned to be 
implemented in spring 2011. 
CCIT is the primary provider 
of computing and information 
technology resources, services and 
support to Clemson University 
students. The Support Center 
itself acts as the headquarters for 
CCIT's customer service branch 
and serves as the point of contact 
for all CCIT service requests and 
software support. 
CCIT will move into the 
second floor east wing of the library 
where the library's microfilm and 
media services used to be. Library 
renovations made the space available 
for use. The Support Center will 
consequently vacate its current 
home underneath Harcombe 
Dining Hall, the location it has 
been at for the past six years. 
Brandon Hall, CCIT's Director 
of Customer Support and Personal 
Computing, cited many reasons for 
the move. "First, data from a 2009 
student engagement survey told us 
that the main place for students to 
gather, study, collaborate and meet 
was the library," he said. 
"Second, with the new Learning 
Commons on the main floor of the 
library, students using the commons 
who encounter laptop problems will 
now have the convenience of just 
walking down to the second floor of 
the library instead of walking across 
campus to the Union Support 
Center." 
"We are providing more services 
to students in the most popular 
central   location   on   campus,"   he 
The support center is moving to Cooper Library. The current facilities in the 
Student Union have been criticized by students for their inaccessibility. 
continued. "In addition, our current 
facilities in the Union have been 
criticized by students as inaccessible, 
and there have been issues with the 
facility that have presented problems 
for us when trying to meet student's 
IT needs." 
CCIT and the Library were 
both initially approached about the 
possible scenario by representative 
student groups. A library-oriented 
creative inquiry team was also put 
together, which Hall said "has vital 
input into this decision." 
From there, the library and 
CCIT agreed to investigate the 
possibilities and put together a 
committee comprised of Library staff, 
CCIT staff, faculty, undergraduate 
student government representatives 
and graduate student government 
representatives to discuss the option 
of moving IT services to the library. 
A final decision was made to move 
forward with the relocation in late 
spring 2010. 
When asked specifically how this 
move will benefit both CCIT and 
students, Hall said, "The benefit to 
CCIT is that we are doing something 
that will enable us to deliver better 
service, which our students have asked 
us to do. This is a direct response to 
student feedback and is a benefit to 
the students by providing IT services 
in a more central location." 
Junior chemistry major Cam 
Bloomquist said he thinks the move 
will ultimately be beneficial. "I think 
moving into the library increases 
student convenience, since the library 
serves a main hub for a majority of 
the student population," he said. 
Expectations are that the initial 
transition will begin at the beginning 
of the fall semester with the hope 
that CCIT will be ready to serve 
customers in the new library location 
upon students' return for the spring 
semester. 
"We aim for minimum disruption 
to students in both services provided 
and any construction activities. 
CCIT and the library continue to 
work together to establish relocation 
plans that will impact students as 
little as possible," Hall said. "We 
are also engaging in an ongoing 
communication campaign with 
web site updates, flyers, e-mails and 
posters around campus. Please watch 
for more information throughout the 
rest of fall semester, as both the 
library and CCIT work diligently 
to keep the University Community 
informed." 
BURGER from page Al 
pie in the Hendrix Center is 16" 
and the pizza off campus is 14". 
Adding on to the numerous 
changes seen in the dining facilities 
is the upcoming modifications 
taking place right in front of the 
Schilletter dining hall. 
Fences recently went up, and 
a Wendy's will be there by the 
time students return for the spring 
semester in 2011. 
Seating for twelve will be 
available inside of the fast food 
joint and there will be a dining 
area outside of Wendy's for students 
who like to eat their food and enjoy 
the wonderful Clemson weather. 
Despite the numerous budget 
cuts Clemson has seen in the 
past years, dining services is still 
thriving and undergoing many 
transformations. 
Clemson's dining services acquire 
their funding through meal plans, 
and they receive a certain percentage 
of the on-campus franchises' sales. 
The biggest upcoming renovation 
not yet seen is the Campus Core 
Project. This plan consists of the 
demolition     and     rebuilding     of 
Johnstone,    the    Student    Union, 
Harcombe and the Canteen. 
This development has been 
talked about for a while. The 
one thing standing between the 
annihilation of the current building 
and the Campus Core Project is 
money. 
A great deal of money and time 
is spent every year improving and 
changing Clemson's food options, 
and Gillespie believes that every 
minute is worth the hard work. 
Dining services is a place where 
everyone is affected," Gillespie said. 
"Everyone has to eat." 
Oconee Country Club 
Golf Special for 
Students: 
18 holes with cart 
$15 
Offer expires October 31st 
For tee times call 864-882-8037 
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Bringing campus wherever you are 
New app allows students to access campus information and services via smartphones. 
JEFF KINNISON 
STAFF WRITER 
College students want 
information about their university 
to be quick and easy to access, so 
Clemson has released a new mobile 
application. 
This new program, m.Clemson 
(short for Mobile Clemson), offers 
students the ability to access campus 
information and services via a smart 
phone app. 
Many of these services can be 
found on the university website, 
but now students can tap an icon 
on  their phone instead of wading 
through links and loading times. 
"Students are constantly 
demanding an accessible, rapid 
campus," Undergraduate Senate 
President Rory Goosen said. Though 
it has been released, the app is 
far from complete. According to 
Goosen, the application will undergo 
two updates that will add even more 
features. As of now, students can 
find the app and its first eight 
features in the iTunes App Store. 
The app may also feature student- 
and faculty-specific components, 
which are to be determined. 
The available app, which was 
released this month, consists of basic 
necessities of campus life. According 
to the in-store description, users 
will be able to check up on their 
favorite Clemson sports, receive 
campus news updates and view a 
calendar of events. People who get 
lost on campus no longer need to 
fear because a campus map and GPS 
are included along with contacts 
to CUPD and Tiger Transit. The 
app also has links to the university 
YouTube, iTunes and Flickr 
accounts. 
Part two of m.Clemson is due 
to come out by the end of the 
semester. It will give students more 
academic and recreational  features 
to work with, such as a course 
catalog, academic calendar and 
transit schedule. 
For part three, according to 
Goosen, developers are looking for 
"things that are innovative, relative 
to Clemson and what the students 
really want." This means m.Clemson 
is looking for student input, and 
students are encouraged to share 
their opinions. 
"We're trying to get students 
involved with this process," Goosen 
said. True to their word, m.Clemson 
is holding a contest to see who can 
design the best app icon. Students 
can   submit   icon   designs   for   the 
CLASSIFIEDS 
next three upcoming app features: 
Courses, Directory and Lab PC 
Finder. According to the m.Clemson 
site, winners will have their icon 
displayed, their name announced at 
the Clemson-USC game and receive 
one of three iPads. Details about the 
contest can be found at http://www. 
clemson.edu/mobile, but hurry — 
the contest ends Oct. 31. 
As of now, the app is only 
available for iPhone, iPod Touch 
and iPad, but developers are working 
on Droid and BlackBerry versions 
of the app. Until then, non-Apple 
users can find the same services 
through the m.Clemson website. 
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100 HELP WANTED 
Earn Extra Cash! Contact 
rearwindowads.com 
The Galley Restaurant and Nami 
Asian Bistro: Now Hiring Servers! 
Apply in person at Portman 
Marina. 864-287-3215 
Student in desperate need of tutor! 
Supplement needed most in: 
Business Stat, Hist 172, MKT 301, 
PSYCH 201 and Intramural rela- 
tions. No pay, but help will result 
in a great friendship with yours 
truly: wschmit@clemson.edu. 
Busy family needs help around 
the house. Laundry, dusting, etc. 
Nothing heavy. Maybe a little 
schoolwork help for a fifth grader. 
About 5-6 flexible hours per week. 
Email rnorton@clemson.edu 
Wanted: Truck driver needed for pickup 
UPS day trips only. Must have a class 
A-CDL license. Experience in transport- 
ing steel a huge plus. 40+ hours weekly 
Mon.-Fri. with union benefits!! Contact 
robertemploy03@aol.com. 
Are you a student interested in 
advertising looking for a way to 
get great hands-on experience? The 
Tiger is looking for new advertising 
representatives to work a few hours 
a week. Must be dedicated, highly 
organized and have great people 
skills! Pay is commission-based. 
Experience in advertising/sales pre- 
ferred. E-mail advertising@thetiger- 
news.com if interested. 
200 FOR SALE 
Clemson Downs Volunteers Yard 
Sale - Sept. 25 at 746 Berkeley 
Drive, Clemson. 8 a.m. until 4 
p.m. 
250 AUTOMOTIVE 
BIG V AUTOMOTIVE® 
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000, 
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign, 
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics, 
Moped Sales and Service. 
300 FOR RENT 
Male spring subleaser needed. 
Clemson Place Apartments. 3 BR, 
3BA. Washer/dryer. 
Call Ryan at: 404-502-9431 
> Coupon per Customer 





One Coupon per Customer 
10/31/10 
North Clemson Apartments. Spring 
subleaser needed. 1, 2 or 3 bed- 
room options. $250/month. Call 
Aaron at 803-230-3287 or e-mail 
asniker@clemson.edu. 
Summer subleasers needed. 2 bed- 
room apartment on Sloan Street 
downtown. $400/month, including 
internet, cable, and water. Amazing 
location. Call Meghan at 203-554- 
0953. 
For rent: HIGHPOINTE 
CONDOMINIUMS, 24 hour 
security on site, 4BR, 4BA, washer/ 
dryer, clubhouse. 
864-884-3488. e-mail: akspear- 
man@bellsouth.net. 
Country Farm House For Rent. 
4 BR, 3 BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly 
furnished, private area. $1200 
monthly, utilities not included. 
NO PETS. 864-304-2925 
400 SERVICES 
Textbooks bought and sold, new 
and used, online buybacks. Buy, 
sell, rent at cheapbooks.com. 
260-399-6111.  Espanol, 
212-380-1763, 
Urdu/Hindi/Punjabi, 
713-429-4981. See other site for 
other support lines. 
=*rjj3orj Mioi^ 
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GOT LEGAL ISSUES? Call 
Clemson Attorney Steve Lapham. 
864-508-2154, 
stevelapham@yahoo.com 
Been to the "Zone"? Check out 
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free 
tutoring schedule at www.clemson. 
edu/asc. 
500 ON CAMPUS 
700 -OST & FOUND 
SBI? Are your study skills working 
for you? If not, call the ASC! 
864-656-6452 FREE! 
If you think you may have lost an 
article on a CAT bus, PLEASE call 
or go by the office. We have a lot 
of lost and found articles waiting 
to be claimed! 654-2887 
1200 Tiger Blvd. Suite 2. 
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ALL DAY TUESDAY 
Combination plate only $5 




139 Anderson Hwy, Suite 250 
Clemson, SC 69631 
864-653-8888 
864-653-8891 
Part Time Work 
Excellent Pay! 
Flexible Schedules 
Evenings and weekends available 
Customer sales/service 
No Experience necessary 
All majors welcome! 
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STEPHANE REY/art director 
The Oxford English Dictionary, one of 
the most reputable dictionaries in the 
world, announced the new words it 
was adding to its pages this year. Among the 
words that made the cut are: LOL (laugh out 
loud), TTYL (talk to you later), BFF (best 
friend forever) and Interweb (a humorous term 
for the Internet). While dictionaries have been 
adding popular slang terms and buzz words 
for decades, the addition of "text speak" and 
ridiculous slang words to a highly-respected 
dictionary suggests a shift in the cultural and 
literary values of society. The following is a 
hypothetical IM conversation The Tiger edi- 
torial staff would like to have with those in 
charge of the Oxford English Dictionary. 
The Tiger: Hello Oxford English 
Dictionary staff, how are you? 
Oxford: Fine. What do you need? 
The Tiger: So, we couldn't help but notice 
the ridiculous words you decided to add to the 
dictionary this year. LOL? BFF? LMAO? How 
can you possibly justify adding these words to 
what is quite possibly the most respected dic- 
tionary on the planet? 
Oxford: LOL. The times we live in are 
changing; the "Interweb'.' is shaping society, 
and it is our job to make sure the dictionary 
reflects the changing literary values in society. 
People are no longer just laughing and getting 
rid of friends: they are "laughing their asses 
off' and "defriending" each other. It is our job 
to add these words to the dictionary because 
they are now part of our vocabulary. 
The Tiger: But these words are not real 
words; most of them are just acronyms that 
stand for words that are already in your diction- 
ary. For example, you have included "TTYL" 
in the dictionary this year — surely you realize 
this stands for "talk to you later." Why does a 
pointless acronym invented as a way to shorten 
texts and instant messages need to be added to 
the dictionary? In our opinion, adding words 
like these is a disgrace to the very language 
you outline in your book. By adding such 
disgraceful slang words to the dictionary, you 
are embarrassing English speakers all over the 
world. 
Oxford: We have been adding slang words 
to the dictionary for years. Just because you 
don't agree with our inclusion of words such as 
"tramp stamp," "bromance" and "lipstick les- 
bian" doesn't mean they shouldn't be included 
in our book. People have a right to know every 
word in the English language. 
The Tiger: These words are not part of the 
actual English language; they are shorthand 
words designed to make it easier for people to 
type them in on their cell phones. If you add 
words like these to the dictionary, they become 
acceptable to use in more formal settings. Your 
dictionary is often used as the benchmark for 
teachers around the globe. Can you imagine 
how English teachers around the world feel? 
Kids are now free to add texting slang into 
their formal essays because you have added 
ridiculous words to your book. You have a 
responsibility to uphold a certain standard for 
the English language. There is no doubt there is 
a relationship between language level and intel- 
ligence; using complicated and sophisticated 
words is more difficult, just look at the SAT 
— vocabulary is one of the main components 
of the test. Our generation is foregoing the use 
of more complicated words for simpler words, 
and it reflects poorly on all of us. The times 
are changing, and not for the better. The rise of 
text messaging, e-mail and instant messaging 
is destroying the articulacy of an entire gen- 
eration. Eloquence is not valued as it once was 
when the written word was the most widely 
used form of communication. 
Oxford: Obviously you know our diction- 
ary is a business, and it exists not only as a ser- 
vice to those needing to find the definitions of 
words but also to make a profit. In this chang- 
ing climate of language, it is necessary for us 
to add modern language in order to sell more 
dictionaries. We are also looking at moving the 
next volume entirely to an online format to help 
curb costs. We have to make money to continue 
existing; what is your answer for that? 
The Tiger: Hurting the integrity of the 
dictionary by adding outlandish words will in 
no way help the sales of your product. Adding 
slang words kills your credibility — the words 
you are adding are more suited for www. 
urbandictionary.com than the Oxford English 
Dictionary. As far as making money in this 
climate, creating an online edition is not a bad 
plan. Expanding your subscription service to an 
online edition that schools and school districts 
could subscribe to on a yearly basis would be 
a good idea. Moving the content online will 
help cut costs, but cutting the print version 
entirely makes the dictionary vulnerable to the 
"Interweb's" influence. This influence is what 
has caused absurd words to be added to the 
dictionary in the first place. 
Oxford: LOL whatever, we will do what- 
ever we can do to keep our dictionaries selling 
well. TTYL. 
While this conversation is obviously fab- 
ricated, it is a fair representation of the lack of 
value the current generation puts in sophisti- 
cated language. 
Complex language encourages complex 
thought while simple language encourages 
simple thought. Not only that, but the creativity 
of using different words is being forgotten in 
favor of the shortest, simplest and most basic 
words possible. 
Creativity is a skill that is needed in all fac- 
ets of life, from inventing to writing to solving 
problems in the workplace. 
By adding silly words to the dictionary, 
Oxford is sanctioning the use of informal, 
pointless words. 
The information age is upon us, and it 
appears that the English language is evolv- 
ing right along with it. When one of the most 
reputable dictionaries in the world adds words 
that are more suited for a middle school instant 
message conversation, the values of society 
must be examined. 
Language defines much of society, and it is 
clear that the current generation has no desire 
to communicate eloquently. 
"Text speak" and shorthand language is 
degrading the English language and embar- 
rassing our generation. A commitment needs 
to be made to keep vocabulary growing, and 
this needs to start at the most basic level: the 
dictionary. 
The creativity and intelligence of the 
English-speaking world is relying on it. 
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written 
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion 
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority 
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual 
view of any particular member. 
Caroline Hughes Elliot Gleaton Grace Custer Nicole Bryant Dominic Jones 
How do you feel about chat speak 
being added to the Oxford 
Dictionary? 
"I think it should 
be added because 
I chat speak all 
the time." 
"It's all part of 
the decay of the 
English language.' 




has to add words 
that can properly 
describe them." 
"I think that 
allowing lingo 
into the dictionary 
would probably 
lead to a 
deterioration in 
the intelligence of 
society." 
"I personally 
think that you 
go to the Oxford 
Dictionary for 
actual definitions. 
Chat speak has 
been made up, 
so it doesn't 
have actual 
definitions." 
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A rallying cry... of terror 
ROBERT VELTMAN 
Columnist 
/ %  ev 
merica, the greatest country God 
er gave man, was built on three 
bedrock principles: Freedom. 
Liberty. And Fear — that someone might 
take our Freedom and Liberty," says Stephen 
Colbert's recent website, wwwJceepfearalive. 
com. 
But even as you read this, there are sinister, 
sensible powers that would have us discard our 
fear for something even more terrifying: rea- 
son. These rationality-mongers are, alarmingly 
enough, the majority — a silent majority, so 
consigned due to their lack of interest in shout- 
ing their opinions. Do not fall for their insightful 
and well-articulated deceptions; they will likely 
attempt to induct you into their cult via logical 
reasoning and coherence. Show them that's not 
how we do things in America. In America, if 
you're the minority, you simply make enough 
noise until things get so loud that the majority 
can't hear themselves think. And what place is 
better to shout at than a rally? 
After much deliberation, this is precisely 
what Stephen Colbert has decided to do. It 
all started a few weeks ago when the spirited 
Internet community Reddit.com, after seeing 
the news of Glenn Beck's aggressively enthu- 
siastic rally, had the fateful vision that Stephen 
Colbert should hold his own. This movement 
eventually led to the donation of over $250,000 
to Stephen's favorite charity, Donorschoose. 
org. If this still wasn't enough to persuade him, 
though, his outrage over fellow newscaster Jon 
Stewart surely put him over the edge. This past 
Thursday, Stewart had the audacity to make the 
announcement that he will be holding his own 
sensibly-influenced congregation: "The Rally To 
Restore Sanity," an honest attempt to assemble 
the rational among us for a noble purpose .You 
may be asking yourself, as Jon suggested, "Am I 
the right type of person to go to this rally?" 
"The fact that you would even stop to 
ask yourself that question," Stewart said, "as 
opposed to just, let's say, jumping up, grabbing 
the nearest stack of flammable holy books, 
strapping on a diaper and pointing your car 
towards D.C. makes me think you just might be 
right for it." 
Not to be outdone, Colbert immediately con- 
tacted Stewart with his own counter-announce- 
ment. Referring to Stewart as his "warm-up act," 
Colbert respectfully apologized for not being 
able to uphold Jon's rally's ridiculous message: 
"Take it down a notch — for America." 
"If we had 'taken it down a notch' when 
the British passed their tea tax, today we'd all 
be speaking English," he said. And right he is. 
America has continually demonstrated its inabil- 
ity to restrain itself despite all contemplative 
thought urging otherwise. We are the proverbial 
grocery store customers who crassly argue with 
the cashier over an expired coupon while the 
other customers stand mortified. 
Now, the aforementioned "reason junkies" 
would like you to believe that these things are 
negative. That's because their arguments come 
from their brain. Take solace knowing that your 
arguments are founded on a far more trustwor- 
thy part of your anatomy: your gut. 
Sure, if you "think" about a rally to restore 
intellectual stability in otherwise unsettling 
times, it seems like a "reasonable request." But 
doesn't it "feel" pretty boring? If you "think" 
about a fear-restoring march, of course it seems 
ridiculous; but doesn't assembling together and 
shouting a lot "feel" good? So join Stephen 
(and Jon, if you're a mindful drone), on Oct. 
30 — a date of no particular significance — at 
the National Mall in Washington, D.C, and help 
keep fear alive! Because without fear, we might 
fall into a state of pure, unfettered reason — and 
that is really something to be afraid of. 
ROBERT VELTMAN is a freshman majoring 
in economics. E-mail comments to letters® 
TheTigerNews.com. 
A majorly needed major 
JORDAN FACAN 
Columnist 
Diversity. Understanding. Intelligence. 
All these things come to mind when 
thinking of Clemson University, but 
something is missing from this school, some- 
thing that combines all Clemson stands for 
and more: an anthropology major. What even 
is anthropology? It is field of study over a 
century old that is needed more every day — 
and one everyone should be aware of. 
In short, anthropology is the study of 
every aspect of humanity. Forensics, archaeol- 
ogy, cultural anthropology, linguistic anthro- 
pology and biological anthropology are all 
different areas of anthropology. It is a multi- 
disciplinary field, so it has a little something 
for everyone. It has history, language, geol- 
ogy, biology, psychology, culture, economics, 
religious studies and so much more. 
Having anthropology at Clemson would 
benefit our school in many ways. It would 
attract even more great students as well as 
professors. 
There would be an increase in anthropol- 
ogy projects Clemson could participate in, 
which would bring more positive publicity 
to our school, which in turn would increase 
alumni support. 
This would help us with our ultimate goal 
of becoming a Top-20 school. While we are 
on the topic, I think I should mention that 
every Top-20 school, with the exception of 
Georgia Tech, has an anthropology program. 
Could there be a correlation? 
Creating this program at Clemson would 
benefit not only the school but also the people 
the school says are most important — the 
students. Some students have to settle for get- 
ting a major in their second choice of study, 
or even worse, they leave Clemson. Some 
don't come at all in order to get their choice 
of education. 
To make matters worse, we could be 
losing students to USC, which, if you didn't 
know, has an anthropology program. To me, 
that is not acceptable. 
For those of us who choose to stay rather 
than become traitors, we can merely minor 
in anthropology. If someone chooses to go to 
graduate school for anthropology, it is much 
harder to get into a program. 
Graduate school isn't the only thing stu- 
dents can miss out on either — scholarship 
opportunities are lost to those who are not 
anthropology majors but want to pursue it. 
Students are also denied becoming a member 
of the Anthropology Honors Society. 
For the business junkies out there, check- 
ing into anthropology would definitely be a 
good idea. Businesses these days are look- 
ing for people with anthropology skills and 
knowledge. If you know anything about 
supply and demand, then you know that 
in a world where having a skill that is 
in high demand and in low supply means 
greater opportunity for jobs, which would 
be useful in today's tough job climate. If 
you don't believe me, then check out www. 
tenfacesofinnovation.com. The first chapter 
describes how the need for anthropological 
skills is the next big thing in the business 
world. 
The anthropology program Clemson is a 
very solid and growing program. Each year 
the classes in the department grow, which 
creates more interest in the program and 
makes the demand for it to become a major 
at Clemson even greater. 
There is so much growing interest in 
anthropology that an anthropology club is 
starting this semester. The club focuses on 
increasing the awareness of anthropology as 
well as taking part in some fun and interest- 
ing anthro-related activities. It is still in the 
beginning stages, but it looks like it is going 
to be a great addition to Clemson's many 
organizations. 
Hopefully it is sooner rather than later 
that Clemson gets what it really needs: an 
anthropology major. 
JORDAN FACAN is a sophomore majoring in lan- 
guage and international trade. E-mail comments 
to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
DECEMBER 2010 GRADl A IKS: 
PURCHASE YOUR HONOR STOLE NOW! 
Omicron Delta Kappa is pleased to announce the Pal! 2010 Stole Sale! 
1 V > qualify ,1 you must l>e an undergraduate with a cumulative < i I J.A 0^3.0 or 
higher. 
I lonor stole orders and payments are 13 L.J 1£  no later than 
Monday, October nlh 
Stoles, start at S55.00 eaeh 
'l*o order an honor stole, please \ isit our \\ ei^site: 
http://people.clemson.edu/~odk/stoles.html 
* * Please direet all questions or concerns to 
clemsonhonoi-sto1cs£z«»;nvail.com * * 
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Haiti: too close to ignore 
J. 
About 700 miles southeast 
of Miami, Fla., sits a small 
country hardly acknowl- 
edged by many Americans before 
January 12, 2010. On that day, a 
7.0 magnitude earthquake rocked 
and leveled the nation of Haiti in 
mere minutes, claiming 150,000 
lives in the initial incident and 
ensuing aftermath. 
Response was quick, with the 
Red Cross, U.S. government and 
dozens of humanitarian organi- 
zations instantly mobilizing their 
efforts to help those who were in 
desperate need of rescue. 
However, what many fail to 
realize is, prior to that horren- 
dous natural disaster, Haiti was 
and still is the only failed state in 
the Western Hemisphere. 
Already, despite months of 
ubiquitous reporting of the Haiti 
disaster, we linger dangerously 
close to once again forgetting 
people who are still in desper- 
ate need of aid and, even more 
importantly, acknowledgment. 
Why? Just 700 miles separate 
the wealthiest and most power- 
ful nation in recent history from 
one of the poorest in the modern 
world. 
That's too close for comfort. 
Too close to forget. Too close to 
ignore. 
The latest figures estimate 
that at least 1.6 million Haitians 
are currently living in tent cities 
following the quake. 
Unemployment approxima- 
tions vary from 70 to 80 per- 
cent with no signs of alleviation. 
Despite an unprecedented $720 
TICE 
RAN 
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I'm sick of being sick. 
Want to rant? 
Send your rants to 
letters@TheTiger 
News.com. 
million in financial aid from the 
United States, Haiti still suffers 
with no end in sight. 
Yet we, the so-called philan- 
thropists, are already forgetting 
the suffering and the cries of those 
who remain in need of our assis- 
tance and respect. Perhaps it is 
our ignorance that stifles our gen- 
erosity. 
Well-known medical relief 
worker Dr. Paul Farmer reports 
that in the early 1990s America's 
guns allowed a military coup to 
overthrow Haiti's first democrat- 
ically-elected government, a cabi- 
net that captured well over 60 
percent of the vote among twelve 
contestants. 
Later, America violated inter- 
national law and refused safe har- 
bor for strictly Haitian refugees. 
Instead, the U.S. govern- 
ment quarantined vast numbers 
of Haitians in Guantanamo Bay 
and reported luxury in the midst 
of chaos and lawless limbo where 
denizens lived in permeable tents 
infested with rats and scorpions. 
And while the American press 
veiled the deplorable conditions 
of Guantanamo and reported a 
better life than one found in Haiti, 
one detainee's muffled voice 
cried out, "Since we left Haiti 
last December, we've been treated 
like animals... like dogs, not like 
humans." 
Anthropologist Jean Weise 
observed that the life of the 
Haitian peasant is one of abject 
misery and a rank familiarity with 
death. Actual wages on coffee 
plantations range from seven to 
fifteen cents per day. 
In 1991, 27 of 141 coun- 
tries were characterized with 
extreme human suffering; only 
Haiti was located in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Only three countries on Earth 
ranked worse in terms of human 
suffering; all were nations in the 
midst of civil war. One widow in 
Haiti observed that daily life was 
simply to "wake up in the morning 
and fight for food and water." 
The life expectancy at birth is 
less than fifty years; tuberculosis, 
diarrheal disease and measles are 
leading causes of death. 
Haitians call these "stupid 
deaths" because they are readily 
preventable, curable and seldom 
found in post-industrial nations. 
(i • The effects of the 
Haitian earthquake did 
not end when the com- 
mercials and ads were 
removed; life continues 
beyond popular media 
for those whose cries are 
muffled by reality tele- 
vision, Hollywood and 
politics. ^ ^ 
The totality of Haiti's poverty 
cannot be placed strictly on the 
shoulders of the affluent. 
In a nation whose worldview 
consists of maxims like "beyond 
mountains there are mountains," 
one cannot expect initiative to be 
an ubiquitous character trait. 
However, I must note that the 
ignorance of the American people, 
due in large part to the decep- 
tions of the popular media, further 
inhibits growth and prevents a 
future for our destitute neighbors. 
It is time we stop learning 
about the global community 
through a news ticker and recog- 
nize the common humanity beyond 
our shores and how it affects our 
day-to-day lives. 
The outpouring of love, altru- 
ism  and  prayers  shown  by  the 
American  people  following  the 
quake was a sight to behold. 
Yet how quickly have we 
reverted to our life of individual- 
ism and selfish ambition with no 
regard for our fellow man, foreign 
or domestic. 
There is beauty to behold in 
the sight of a nation unifying in 
the fight for justice, in the recog- 
nition of our common humanity 
in the midst of disaster. 
Nevertheless, it takes events 
of cataclysmic proportions for us 
to wake up and grasp that there is 
another world beyond American 
consumerism. 
The effects of the Haitian 
earthquake did not end when 
the commercials and ads were 
removed; life continues beyond 
popular media for those whose 
cries are muffled by reality televi- 
sion, Hollywood and politics. 
When we are capable of such 
a great outpouring of love, of a 
season of recognition when for 
just one moment we understood 
that life is more than an American 
dream, how can we continue 
ceaselessly ignoring that there is 
more to life than conspicuous 
consumption? 
Let us not forget the Haitis of 
this world; to do so is an injustice 
to our common humanity. 
May we rediscover the joy 
of reaching out in selfless phi- 
lanthropy and let our indignation 
at the presence of suffering be 
manifested in action, in recogniz- 
ing the disasters before the earth- 
quakes strike. 
Rather than our.money and 
political affiliation, our lives will 
forever be our arguments. 
ZAK JAMES is a junior majoring in 
health science. E-mail comments to let- 
ters® TheTigerNews com. 
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Wake Forest @ 7 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
Saturday 9/25 
Duke @ 6 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
Friday 10/1 




Wake Forest @ 1 p.m. 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
Friday 10/1 




Virginia @ 7 p.m 
Clemson, S.C. 
Tuesday 9/28 
Charlotte @ 7 p.m. 
Charlotte, N.C. 
Friday 10/1 





@ 5 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
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SWIM & DIVE 
Friday 10/1 
Davidson @ 7 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
Wong continues success 
Lady Tiger Keri Wong looks to accomplish big things in 2010. 
SAMANTHA STRAUSS 
STAFF WRITER 
Junior Keri Wong has been play- 
ing tennis since she was nine years 
old. She is one of three girls in her 
family, all of whom happen to be 
avid tennis players. In fact, Wong 
says when she was little, her parents 
and two sisters would all play tennis 
together, but she would be the odd 
man out and often ended up playing 
on a racquetball court. 
Last season, Wong primarily 
played No. 2 singles position where 
she was 22-5. Her last season was 
a breakout one, going 26-10 and 
earning All-ACC honors. At the end 
of the Spring 2010 season, she was 
ranked No. 58 in the NCAA. 
Wong was 22-5 last season and 
won a big match at flight two against 
University of Georgia's Nadja Gil- 
christ in the NCAA second round. 
She also defeated No. 39 Alison 
Ramos of Southern California in 
the ITA National third round. She 
had two six-match winning streaks 
and is currently ranked No.39 going 
into this season. 
The junior pre-business major 
says No. 39 is the highest she has 
ever been ranked in singles. "It's a 
pretty good feeling knowing that it's 
a preseason ranking and I can hope- 
fully get better," Wong said. 
Over the summer, Wong played 
four ITA Summer circuit tourna- 
ments and went 16-1. Wong is 
ranked No. 5 in the nation in dou- 
bles with partner Josipa Bek. Wong 
has played with five different part- 
ners and had a 25-10 record. During 
Wong's sophomore year she finished 
the season ranked No. 32 in the 
NCAA for doubles. 
"My parents are a huge influence 
in my life when it comes to tennis," 
Wong said. "They have always trav- 
eled with me, supported me and 
they're my biggest fans." 
Keri Wong says her two coaches 
from Mandeville, La., have also 
been very influential in her tennis 
After a 26-10 sophomore season, Keri Wong enters the 2010 Tennis season 
ranked at No. 39 in the NCAA for singles. 
abilities. She has been training with 
them since she was 10 years old. 
When Wong is not at school, she 
is in Mandeville training with her 
coaches. 
Wong says she enjoys the compet- 
itive nature of the game and loves 
meeting new people at the matches 
she has attended all over the world. 
Her freshman year, Wong traveled 
to  Spain  for a  tennis  tournament 
and said that it was by far the cool- 
est place she has been. She enjoys 
watching tennis stars Kim Clijsters 
and Roger Federer play. 
The junior hopes to make it to 
the individual tournament of the 
NCAA during her college career. 
Wong aspires to keep playing after 
college, but until then she is focus- 
ing on succeeding in the college cir- 
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Every Saturday in the fall, mil- 
lions of college football fans across 
the nation flip their televisions to 
ESPN to watch the thrill that is 
College GameDay. The program, 
which features Kirk Herbstreit, 
Lee Corso, Chris Fowler, Des- 
mond Howard and Erin Andrews, 
has set the bar over the years in 
terms of providing quality pre- 
views of Saturday's matchups. 
Before last weekend's gripping 
game at Jordan-Hare Stadium, I 
was invited by ESPN to go back- 
stage at the College GameDay 
set to create a video as Clemson's 
student ambassador. The sheer 
prospect of being on the set of 
GameDay made me giddier than 
a sorority girl waiting for new epi- 
sodes of Glee. Naturally, I jumped 
at the offer. 
Before embarking on my jour- 
ney to Auburn, Ala., this past 
weekend, I had been fortunate 
enough to witness another Col- 
lege GameDay firsthand. In 2006, 
the GameDay bus pulled into 
Clemson, S.C, for a homecom- 
ing matchup against the visiting 
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets. After 
Clemson fans broke the GameDay 
decibel record when Lee Corso se- 
lected the hometown team to be 
victorious, the Tigers walloped the 
Ramblin' Wreck 31-7 as "Thunder 
and Lightning" became a national 
phenomenon. 
While the outcome of Clem- 
son's 2006 GameDay matchup 
was far more pleasing than the re- 
see ESPN page C6 
Special teams woes continue for Tigers 
•    a    a    •    • 
JAY INGLES 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson jumped out to a 17-0 lead at Auburn 
on Saturday night and looked well on their way 
to an impressive win. But after a bad third quarter 
and too many mistakes at the end of the game, 
the Tigers couldn't hold on, losing 27-24 in over- 
time. 
After Auburn kicked a field goal in overtime to 
grab a three-point lead, Clemson kicker Chandler 
Catanzaro knocked in one of his own to force a 
second overtime period. Officials, however, pe- 
nalized Clemson for an illegal snap infraction on 
the play, and Catanzaro was forced to try again 
from 31 yards out. The second attempt sailed 
wide left, sealing the win for Auburn. 
Clemson had two previous chances to win the 
game late. 
During the play before Catanzaro's missed 
field goal, quarterback Kyle Parker rolled right 
on third down and fired the ball toward a wide- 
open Jaron Brown. The pass bounced off a diving 
Brown's hands in the end zone and forced the Ti- 
gers to attempt a field goal for the tie. 
On third down and five with less than two 
minutes to play, Parker sailed a pass just out of 
the reach of tight end Dwayne Allen. A comple- 
tion would have put Clemson inside the Auburn 
25-yard line and in position to win the game at 
the end of regulation. 
"I knew if I caught it, it was game over... we 
just couldn't come up with the play," Allen said. 
Clemson scored the first 17 points of the game, 
which  included  a  Catanzaro  field  goal  sand- 
Jamie Harper (left) accounted for 92 total yards and hauled in two receptions for touchdowns while Andre 
Ellington (middle) rushed for 144 yards against a stout Auburn defense last Saturday night 
wiched between two Jamie Harper touchdown 
catches. Harper made an incredible diving catch 
on a wheel route to put the Tigers up 17-0 late in 
the second quarter. A Wes Byrum field goal cut 
Clemson's lead to 17-3 at halftime. 
Then the wheels fell off for Clemson. 
■ .*.».* ».• k.. » • 
The Auburn offense, which had been stymied 
for most of the first half, scored three touchdowns 
to take a 24-17 lead heading into the fourth quar- 
ter. Auburn quarterback Cameron Newton threw 
see AUBURN page C6 
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#22 WVU (3-0) @ #15 LSU (3-0) (9 p.m. EDT, ESPN2) 
At 9 p.m. Saturday, the Mountaineers look to storm into Death Valley to represent the Big East. After a win in a poor performance against Marshall, nobody knew what to expect from West Vir- 
ginia. They silenced the critics as quarterback Geno Smith tossed a career-high of four touchdown passes during a 31-17 victory over Maryland, but the Terrapins do not compare to LSU in terms of 
athleticism and speed. The Tigers come into the matchup with a defense that ranks fifth in the nation, only allowing 11.3 points per game. LSU will have to mix in timely passes with their explosive 
running attack that averages 203 yards per game to keep the Mountaineers' 1 lth-ranked defense off balance. These teams have not truly been tested so far, but the nation will be exposed to their true 
talent after this Saturday. 
Kentucky (3-0) @ #9 Florida (3-0) (7 p.m. EDT, ESPNU) 
In this SEC East battle, Urban Meyer looks to win his hundredth game as the head football coach of an FBS team. To the naked eye, it looks like the Gators will extend their winning streak to 24 
straight over Kentucky. However, this could potentially be one of the games of the week. Kentucky brings in a much-improved offense, boasting the 15th-best rushing offense in the nation while tal- 
lying 44.3 points a game, good for 11th in FBS play. The Wildcats have not committed a single turnover through their first three games. Florida, on the other hand, has not played up to expectations 
— through three games they have committed five fumbles, and the new quarterback, John Brantley, has not led the offense as smoothly as most envisioned. Defense and speed will be the key for Florida 
as they are holding opponents to only 14.3 points a game and already have 10 interceptions. The odds are stacked against them, but the Wildcats will have to make it four games in a row without a 
turnover to steal one away from the Gators in The Swamp. 
#16 Stanford (3-0) @ Notre Dame (1-2) (3:30 p.m. EDT, NBC) 
In a tale of polar opposites, the Fighting Irish look to rebound from their second last-minute loss in a row while Stanford looks to start where they left off after beating Wake Forest by 44 points. 
Brian Kelly's first year at the helm of the Notre Dame football program is not going as expected. The offense is progressing with redshirt junior Dayne Crist, but the defense has yet to prove its abil- 
ity to make crucial stops late in the game. Had the defense come up with a stop in both losses, they would be looking at a 3-0 start and Irish eyes in South Bend would be smiling. Stanford will enter 
Notre Dame stadium riding high after a shellacking of Wake Forest's defense. Highly-touted redshirt junior Andrew Luck leads Stanford's third-ranked offense. He looks to have a big day against an 
injury-riddled Irish secondary, coming into the game with 10 touchdowns and zero interceptions. If the Irish defense shows up, this game could prove to be very exciting. If not, the matchup could be 
a repeat of the Wake Forest game. 
#24 Oregon State (1-1) @ #3 Boise State (2-0)  (8 p.m. EDT, ABC) 
College Gameday will be on-hand in Boise, Idaho, as the Broncos host the Oregon State Beavers on their infamous blue turf. In a thrilling come-from-behind win against Virginia Tech, Boise State's 
BCS dreams looked very favorable. However, Virginia Tech's wheels fell off the very next week when they were beaten by in-state cupcake James Madison, making Boise's win look much less impressive. 
This weekend, Boise has one last chance to prove themselves before playing the rest of the teams in the WAC. Led by Heisman hopeful Kellen Moore, the Broncos are averaging 42 points per game. 
Moore could potentially have a big day against the Beavers defense, which is currently ranked 88th in the nation. Oregon State comes into the game 1-1, losing a close game at home to No. 4 TCU and 
beating Louisville 35-28. Unlike other teams in the past, the Beavers will be ready for the blue turf as Mike Riley ordered the practice field to be painted blue in anticipation for the Saturday night game. 
Oregon State's most explosive weapon on offense comes in a pair — brothers James and Jacquizz Rodgers. James, a senior, is a wide receiver and Jacquizz, a junior, is the starting tailback. Both are very 
quick and anything can happen when they have the ball in their hands. Boise State's BCS dreams are on the line Saturday night, as well as their streak of 56 consecutive regular season victories at home. 
#1 Alabama (3-0) @ #10 Arkansas (3-0) (3:30 p.m. EDT, CBS) 
If College GameDay was not in Boise, Idaho, they would definitely be in Fayetteville, Ark., to watch the Razorbacks take on the No. 1 team in the nation. Alabama will get its first road test this year 
as they open up their SEC schedule in Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium where 72,000 fans will be on hand for the highly-anticipated matchup. The game looks to be exciting as Alabama brings 
in the second-ranked defense in college football, only allowing 6.3 points per game. Countering that defense will be 6'6", 240-pound Heisman hopeful Ryan Mallet. Mallet is averaging 367.7 passing 
yards a game, good for third in the nation. It will be interesting to see a quarterback of Mallet's talent go up against an enormously intelligent defense. There is not only one Heisman candidate in 
this game, as Mark Ingram's presence will be felt by the Razorback defense. How could anybody forget about last year's Heisman trophy winner? During his first carry of the year last weekend, Ingram 
pounded his way down the sideline for a gain of 48 yards. It only took three carries for the 2009 Heisman trophy winner to eclipse the 100-yard mark against the Duke Blue Devils. It is not often that 
two of the top Heisman candidates in the nation compete against each other in a game, so tune in to what should be a classic matchup. 
#12 South Carolina (3-0) @ #17 Auburn (3-0) (7:45 p.m. EDT, ESPN) 
Although Auburn comes in ranked five spots behind South Carolina, the Tigers are the favorite in this SEC matchup. Playing in the hostile environment of Jordan-Hare Stadium will be the first true 
road test the Gamecocks will have to face this season. When asked about playing on the road, Spurrier commented, "This is our first test to see how we match up. It's going to be loud, but we've played 
in loud environments before." Spurrier better hope the noise doesn't get to freshman running back Marcus Lattimore. The Gamecock's tailback is averaging 111 yards per game on the ground and has 
five rushing touchdowns. Another part of the Gamecocks' success is due to the performance of Stephen Garcia. Although Garcia is not putting up gaudy numbers, he is making smart decisions with the 
ball and putting his team in good positions to win. Auburn is coming into the game feeling confident after a thrilling win over Clemson; the Tigers of Clemson had many opportunities to win the game, 
but somehow Auburn came out on top in overtime. The Tigers are led by quarterback Cam Newton, who has exploded onto the national radar and showed some guts by putting up 24 points in the 
second half after only scoring three in the first against Clemson's defense. If South Carolina can bounce back from a poor performance in a win over Furman, this game should prove to be entertaining. 
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22. W. Virginia 
23. Penn State 
24. Oregon St. 
25. Michigan St. 
Clemson recieved 14 points in the voting system, which 
places them 31 points out of the Top 25. 
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RYAN LAUNIUS 
STAFF WRITER 
During weekday afternoon rush hours in Clemson, 
hundreds of cars drive by the band practice field near the 
Brooks Center. While some vehicular operators choose to 
honk their horns or gesture out the car window at the 
squad using the field, most just drive by casually with- 
out ever appreciating how hard the 267 members of Tiger 
Band really work. Sherod Thurman certainly understands 
the onerous labor that goes into marching. After all, he is 
one of Tiger Band's drum majors. 
Thurman has been in marching band since his freshman 
year of high school. The senior in Elementary Education 
is currently living out his dream of becoming a drum ma- 
jor. This is-the very same dream that he developed during 
his time marching for Shelby High School in Shelby, N.C. 
"[Becoming a drum major] was actually something I'd 
wanted to do since I was in the ninth grade," Thurman 
said. "Unfortunately, in my high school, I never made it. 
I tried out at Clemson thinking I wasn't going to make it 
again, but I guess I got lucky." 
Before becoming one of the Tiger Band's leaders, Sherod 
Thurman played sousaphone, which is better known as a 
marching tuba. While being the drum major has many 
perks, Thurman notes that it also comes with some down- 
sides. 
"For me, it was easier marching the tuba, because no- 
body really cared when you messed up. Now it is a lot 
more noticeable when I make a mistake," he said/'But the 
view from the field is a lot better as drum major." 
Sherod has not had too many opportunities in the past 
to make mistakes as a drum major. This fall marks Thur- 
man's second year in the position but first as a fully active 
leader of the band. For much of his junior year, Thurman 
spent time learning from the more experienced drum ma- 
jors. "I was behind the scenes trying to figure out what I 
was doing," Thurman said. 
Most college students do not realize the hard work that 
goes into Tiger Band on a weekly basis. Members must 
march in time together while not only playing their in- 
struments but playing them well. Anyone who marches 
must be in complete control of their legs, body, lungs, 
lips, instrument and fingers at all times to be successful. 
When students mention that marching band is not a 
sport, Sherod Thurman issues a challenge. "I invite them 
to come out and practice with us any day of the week and 
tell us marching band is not a sport," he said. "It's more 
intense than you'd think. There are probably a handful of 
football players who can do what we do." 
Tiger Band begins every football season with a camp 
that runs the entire week leading up to Clemson's first day 
of classes. During this time, the band memorizes music, 
practices marching techniques and plots drills for shows 
under the unforgiving August sun. It is not until the sec- 
ond week of classes that practices dwindle to three sched- 
uled times per week for two hours each. 
The weekday practices are just the tip of the iceberg 
when it comes to Tiger Band's responsibilities. Long be- 
fore the average student wakes up for a home game, every 
member of Tiger Band is on the practice field rehears^- 
ing the day's halftime show, rain or shine. In fact, Tiger 
Band members rarely have time to tailgate on game days. 
Between morning practice, a show at the amphitheater, 
marching to the stadium and playing a pregame and half- 
time show in excessively warm suits, Tiger Band members 
have their work cut out for them. 
Despite the smaller amount of practice time during the 
school year, Tiger Band impressively learns four half-time 
shows every football season. This year, "The Band That 
Shakes the Southland" will be playing shows titled "Or- 
ange Man Group," "Spirit" and "Guitar Hero" along with 
the traditional "Military Appreciation Day" show. 
Tiger Band is directed and led by Dr. Mark Spede. 
Whenever Clemson's alma mater serenades Tiger fans, Dr. 
Spede is directing the band. It is Dr. Spede's job to write 
the shows and create the music that Tiger Band performs 
every Saturday at football games. Being one of the leaders 
of the band, Sherod gets to spend much of his time getting 
to know Dr. Spede. 
"Dr. Spede is a pretty cool guy," Thurman said. "I used 
to be scared of him when I first got here, but he's defi- 
nitely grown on me. I'm used to his personality now and 
I feel like I can joke with him or just walk into his office 
and talk anytime." 
This season, Dr. Spede has entered Tiger Band into a 
contest being held by CBS Sports in an effort to promote 
their remake of Hawaii Five-O. College bands across the 
nation have created their own videos displaying their ren- 
dition of Hawaii Five-O. 
All of the videos have been posted to CBS' website for 
fans to watch and vote on the best band. The voting takes 
place from Sept. 20 through Oct. 4, and the winning band 
will receive a $25,000 check. 
While Sherod would love to see the band win so they 
can have better funding in the future, right now he is fo- 
cused on enjoying his last season as drum major. 
"Most of my friends that I have made in college and 
throughout my life were met through band," Thurman 
said. "While there are those days that I wish I was in the 
crowd, I still get that sense of accomplishment after game 
days." 
To cast your vote for Tiger Band in CBS Hawaii five-it competition, pSease visit 
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Broken bat ends Colvin's season 
Former Tiger standout, Tyler Colvin, was pierced in the chest by a stray maple bat. 
BRANDON BOATWRIGHT 
STAFF WRITER 
Many Clemson fans probably remember Tyler 
Colvin for his big bat and, in particular, his walk-off 
grand slam against Oral Roberts back in 2006 that 
sent the Tigers to Omaha and the College World 
Series. 
Today, most sports fans recognize Colvin for 
recendy being impaled by a broken bat during a 
game against the Florida Marlins last Sunday. The 
25-year-old Colvin, who was about to finish his 
rookie campaign as an outfielder for the Chicago 
Cubs, was on third base when teammate Welling- 
ton Castillo roped a broken bat double down the 
left field line in the second inning. Colvin scored on 
the play, but not before being hit and pierced by the 
splintered maple bat. He displayed a look of anguish 
on his face as he crossed home plate. 
Tyler spent the next several days lying in a Florida 
hospital bed with a tube in his chest to prevent a 
collapsed lung. 
But if you've seen the video, you know that Col- 
vin is lucky. Had the bat hit him a couple of inches 
higher or lower, the results could have been much 
worse — even fatal. Fortunately for the Cubs rookie 
and former Clemson star, training staff and EMS 
workers were quick to respond. The bat had only 
punctured his chest rather than sticking in it. While 
there was minimal external bleeding, doctors want- 
ed to keep Colvin for several days to undergo X-rays 
and further observation. Needless to say, he's done 
for the year. And that's unfortunate, considering he 
was hitting .254 with 20 homers and 56 RBI. 
Nevertheless, Colvin reassured everyone earlier 
this week by saying that he was all right. "I want 
to thank Cubs fans for their support all season, es- 
pecially right now, and let everyone know that I'm 
doing okay," Colvin said in a statement. 
The incident with Colvin has reignited a cam- 
paign to ban the use of maple bats in Major League 
Baseball. This isn't the first time that a shattered ma- 
ple bat has caused serious physical harm to a player, 
coach or umpire. Pittsburgh Pirates Hitting Coach 
Don Long had a three-inch gash above his right 
eye after a broken maple bat flew into the dugout. 
Back in April of last year, umpire Kerwin Danley 
sustained a concussion after being struck in the head 
by one of the bats in a game between the Blue Jays 
and Rangers in Toronto. 
This leaves many players, coaches and baseball of- 
ficials wondering what it is going to take to get these 
bats banned from the game. 
Maple bats are a relatively new phenomenon 
among baseball players. Back in 1997, Joe Carter 
was the first player to ever use one. Hundreds of 
players since have preferred the feel of maple bats 
to that of ash bats. The discrepancy between the 
two, however, is entirely subjective. Maple bats don't 
bend as much as the ash bats do, and that affects the 
way that some players time their swings. 
Since the bats made of maple are much harder 
than ash, they last a lot longer and don't splinter dur- 
ing batting practice as frequendy. But that's a dou- 
ble-edged sword, because when a maple bat breaks, 
it does so in a much more violent manner, as we've 
witnessed over the years. Because of this, the bats 
have already been banned in the Minor Leagues. 
It may seem like a trivial argument, but when 
cases like Colvin's, Long's and Danley's happen, it 
always comes back up. Imagine, if you will, sitting 
in the stands at a game when you hear the bat crack 
and see its splintered barrel heading straight toward 
your section. The potential for very serious injury or 
death is certainly present. 
The thought of that frightens Commissioner Bud 
Selig, who visited with Colvin in the hospital. But 
for the time being, MLB rules assert that a bat must 
be made from a single piece of wood regardless of 
species. For that to change, an official rules modi- 
fication would have to be made and be further sub- 
jected to negotiation from the players' union. And 
with maple being such a popular wood among the 
players, it would be highly unlikely for that to ever 
happen. 
Still, some players worry. 
Cubs infielder Jeff Baker, another former 
Clemson player, is just happy that his teammate is 
all right. "It's scary; that's the danger of those maple 
bats," he said. "I don't want that on my conscience 
if something happens and someone gets hurt. I just 
use ash and go from there." 
Broken bats, however, are always going to be a 
part of the game regardless of what they are made 
of. This year, dubbed "year of the pitcher," is part 
of an era when hurlers are throwing upwards of 
95 miles per hour. Nearly every pitcher in a major 
league starting rotation hits the low 90s on a con- 
sistent basis. 
It is simple physics that when a thick barrel 
meets a fastball, the thin handle could easily snap. 
And while the league has been progressive at 
making improvements in the number of broken 
bats over the past several years, that aspect of the 
game will never completely go away unless they 
convert to aluminum bats like the college game. 
But that poses a completely different problem 
in and of itself. 
Pitcher Jeff Samardzija calls broken bats "the na- 
ture of the beast." He says that the game is all about 
throwing balls hard and having them hit back even 
harder with a heavy object that doesn't always stay 
in the hands of the batter — let alone stay in one 
piece. 
"You get used to it after a while," he said, "and 
then things like this kind of open your eyes back 
up." 
So what has the MLB done about the maple 
bats up to this point? After collecting and analyz- 
ing more than 2,300 bats during the 2008 season, 
Major League Baseball and the Players Association 
accepted nine recommendations made by the Safe- 
ty and Health Advisory Committee to fend off the 
rise in broken bats. 
None of those recommendations kept Welling- 
ton Castillo's bat from breaking and puncturing 
Tyler Colvin's chest cavity on Sunday afternoon. 
"He dodged a bullet," Cubs manager Mike 
Quade said. 
Solution to the 
maple bat? 
Since the emergence of maple bi Hi Major 
League Baseball, many have been worried 
about the violent manner in which the bats 
break. The uneasiness has been jj granted, 
as a Pittsburgh Pirates hitting coach, home 
plate umpire, Los Angeles Dodgers fan and 
Chicago Cubs baserunner have all sustained 
significant and unavoidable injuries from 
broken maple bats. 
Major League Baseball can no longer 
ignore the danger facing America's sport. A 
possible solution to the problem is a coating 
currently being used and endorsed by almost 
all professional cricket players today. The 
product is called Extratec, and it is a clear 
adhesive that is currently applied to the face 
and edges of Cricket bats to prevent them 
from splintering. 
The International Cricket Council (ICC) 
claims that Extratec does not take away or 
alter the properties-of their bats. Baseball 
players are very concerned about losing the 
natural feel of the ball hi ig the bat, and the 
ICC claims they can keej at while utilizing 
their adhesive. 
Extratec is extremely tough yet lightweight, 
as it was invented to jtect tf : edges oSthe 
blades of helicoptql. Tests have been 
using cricket bats revealing that there is 
change in the mechanSal properties after 
application of the adhesive. If a bat covered in 
Extratec splinters or breaks, it should either 
be held together by the adhesive or drop to 
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Kills 
Monique Mead   GT 50 
Sandra Adeleye  Clem 34 
Ashley Jones        GSU 32 
Natalie Patzin     Clem 32 
Jennifer Percy    CT 29 
Hitting Percentage 
M. Simmons        Clem .442 
Sandra Adeleye Clem .410 
AsiaStawkka      GT .385 
Muki Kangwa     GSU .375 
Jennifer Percy     GT .325 
Assists 
M. A. Tippins GT 121 
Lacy Hayes Clem 111 
Diana Gonzalez FAMU 82 
Chelsea Perry GSU 72 
V. Chandre GSU 25 
Blocks 
Asia Stawicka     GT 20 
Monique Mead   GT 17 
Alexa Rand         Clem 16 
Sandra Adeleye Clem 14 
Vlneece Verdun GSU 12 
Points 
Monique Mead   GT 61.5 
Sandra Adeleye Clem 42.5 
Ashley Jones        GSU 35 
Asia Stawicka      GT 34 
Vlneece Verdun GSU 32 
Digs 
Ozdemir Cansu   Clem 41 
J. McCullers GT 40 
Susan Egpavil      FAMU 36 
Audrey Cantrell GSU 32 
Serenat Yaz        Clem 31 
CLASSIC from page Al 
She averaged 3.09 kills and 1.27 blocks per set 
throughout the course of the tournament. Only a 
sophomore, Adeleye will lead Clemson in offensive 
attacks for two more years. 
Adeleye could not have slammed down as many 
kills without the assists of setter Lacy Hayes, who 
was awarded "All Tournament Team." Hayes picked 
up an incredible 42 assists against the Yellow Jackets. 
She also scooped up 35 assists in the battle against 
Georgia State, steering the team to a .422 hitting per- 
centage on the day. 
Hayes led the team with 10.09 assists per set and 
contributed to both the offensive and defensive 
board by posting 16 digs, 10 blocks and four aces 
against FAMU. 
Adeleye's classmate, Alexa Rand, was also a stand- 
out player for the Tigers this weekend. Rand, along 
with Hayes, placed on the All-Tournament Team. 
Her collective 16 kills and 16 blocks in the three 
matches made her a ripe choice for the All-Tourna- 
ment selection. As a middle hitter, Rand's clutch mo- 
ment came in the ACC matchup Friday night when 
she had back-to-back blocks, bumping the tied 13-13 
score to a 15-13 final favoring the Tigers. 
Mo Simmons became a recognizable force for 
Clemson this weekend as well. She recorded her ca- 
reer-high in kills versus Georgia State on Saturday 
with 10. The talented freshman racked up five kills 
on Sunday and tallied a total of 22 for the tourna- 
ment. Her .422 hitting percentage was the highest 
seen by any of the Clemson players. To top things 
off, Simmons was named ACC Volleyball Freshman 
of the Week. 
On the defensive side, Cansu Ozdemir collected 
more digs than any other athlete in the entire tourna- 
ment. Ozdemir totaled 41 digs, nine of those coming 
against a tough FAMU team on Sunday. 
Serenat Yaz led all players on the last day of the 
tournament with 11 kills. The sophomore from Is- 
tanbul, Turkey, added six digs and two blocks to her 
top-of-the-line offensive stats. Yaz picked up five 
kills in the final set versus the Rattlers, which gave 
Clemson the final boost en route to a 25-17 victory 
in the third set. 
The collaboration of the 2010 Clemson Volleyball 
team poses a big threat to competitors in the ACC. 
The Tigers' next conference opponent is Wake Forest 
on Friday night before taking on preseason favorite 
Duke on Saturday. Clemson hopes to take advantage 
of their home court advantage for both matches, 
seeking to extend their flawless ACC record. 
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FANTASY FOOTBALL: WEEK THREE! 
There are a lot of things men can do with their free time. Fantasy Football is better than all of them. 
Aftef week two, Man's Christmas 
is officially over. You have packed 
on 15 extra pounds and it's time 
to do some hard work to make sure 
your team is in winning shape. Re- 
member that feeling? You know, two 
weeks ago, when you thought your 
team was going undefeated? I sure 
do. I thought Shonn Greene was an 
absolute steal in the third round, 
and I spent the four hours after the 
draft "rosterbating" in front of my 
draft board. Well, the honeymoon 
is over. These weeks are either going 
to make or break a season. With bye 
weeks looming and trades/waivers 
becoming vital for success, it is time 
to make sure your foundation is set 
for a successful season. 
Remember that even if you start- 
ed 0-2, you can still easily win your 
league. But it is going to take some 
big-boy decision-making. Picking 
up studs that went undrafted is cru- 
cial, but even more important is de- 
ciding who to start and who to sit. 
Here are some recommendations 
on who to start, sit and free agents 
floating around waiting to turn 
you into a trash-talking genius. If 
you don't trust these suggestions, 
there is one proven method: watch 
SportsCenter on Friday and see who 
Matthew Berry says to start and sit. 
Whoever he says to bench, make 
sure to have them in your line-up, 
because they are primed for a big 
day. If he tells you to start someone, 
quickly put them on your bench, be- 
cause he has just given you the curse 
of death. I can't stand this guy. Last 
week he said to start Pierre Garcon 
because Reggie Wayne and Dallas 
Clark would get double-teamed. 
Pierre Garcon's final stat line dis- 
played a single catch for 11 yards. 
Wayne and Clark both went over 70 
yards and each had touchdowns. 
Dear ESPN, please get rid of this 
guy. Throwing darts at your line up 
is a better way to decide who to play 
than listening to him. 
StartxBm 
Knowshon     Moreno    RB, 
Denver — Knowshon has lived up 
to his nickname "Knowshow" pretty 
well this year. He is averaging 2.8 
yards per carry. That is abysmal. The 
beautiful thing is that egotistical 
coach Josh McDaniels keeps hand- 
ing him the ball over and over, even 
if he is playing awfully. When the 
Broncos are on the one-yard line, 
they will hand the ball to Knowshon 
no matter what. This, combined 
with playing a suspect Colts defense, 
is the recipe for a good fantasy day. 
Brett Favre QB, Minnesota — 
Don't think Favre isn't sick of hear- 
ing how he would have been better 
off sticking to Wrangler commer- 
cials this year. The guy hasn't played 
well, but that could all change 
against the Lions. The poor Lions 
are playing well this year but might 
have just gotten stuck in the way of 
a big, angry, purple giant. 
Dez Bryant WR, Dallas — 
Dallas is in cahoots, but Dez is do- 
ing a lot to show he should get the 
ball more. His punt-return TD last 
week proved he could be a homerun 
hitter in the NFL. Expect him to 
have a big game in a highly offensive 
matchup against Houston. 
Any Colts WR — The Colts 
play the Broncos in a game that 
Broncos starting cornerbacks 
Champ Bailey and Andre Good- 
man are both banged up. This could 
cause two rookies to start in their 
place. Peyton Manning against two 
rookies in the secondary is like a 
hungry lion seeing a three-legged 
antelope; things aren't looking good 
for the antelope. 
Donovan McNabb QB, 
Washington — Donovan is carrying 
the Redskins offense by making up 
for a lack of running game. Expect 
him and the Redskins to take out 
their frustrations from a heartbreak- 
ing loss last week all over the Rams. 
Tim Hightower RB, Arizona 
— Hightower had a big run last 
week that could cement him as Ari- 
zona's workhorse in the backfield. 
Derek Anderson has shown little 
to make Arizona think they should 
focus on passing. The Cardinals 
should hand the ball off a lot and 
grind out a win versus a shaky Oak- 
land defense. 
Brent Celek TE, Philadelphia 
— Celek has been a disappointment 
to fantasy owners this year. With 
Kevin Kolb's likely return, expect 
him to try to find a rhythm with 
his big target. This could be Celek's 
breakout week. 
SitKEm 
Mark Sanchez QB, New York 
Jets — Sanchez is coming off a big 
week but is playing a very good Mi- 
ami defense. Expect this game to 
be physical and full of big days for 
running backs as both teams try to 
grind out a division win. Also, Bray- 
Ion Edwards' DWI will likely cause 
Sanchez to lose one of his biggest 
targets. 
Brandon Jacobs RB, New 
York Giants — Jacobs' career in 
New York may be over after a hel- 
met "throw." The only hope for Ja- 
cobs' owners is that he gets traded to 
a team that needs backs. 
Cadillac Williams RB, Tam- 
pa Bay — The Steelers' defense shut 
down Chris Johnson and put Vince 
Young on the bench. What do you 
think they'll do to the Bucs? 
Johnny   Knox WR,  Chicago 
— Charles Woodson, Green Bay's 
starting cornerback, is still getting it 
done. The reigning defensive player 
of the year should frustrate Knox 
as bad as ACC officiating frustrates 
Clemson football fans. 
Brandon Lloyd WR, Denver 
— Lloyd has been a big target for 
Kyle Orton early this year, but the 
emergence of Demaryius Thom- 
as and Eddie Royal should limit 
Lloyd's fantasy impact. 
Legedu Nanee WR, San Di- 
ego — When it comes to the Char- 
gers in the red zone, Antonio Gates 
is a touchdown machine. Nanee 
should have a nice season but will 
not be the No. 1 wide receiver peo- 
ple anticipated after a huge week 
one. 
Chiefs D/ST — The Chiefs 
defense is currently the third-best 
fantasy defense in the NFL; howev- 
er, they are facing a very angry San 
Francisco team. This is a big test for 
the Chiefs and could be a make-or- 
break game for them. 
Kevin Kolb/Mike Vick QB, 
Philadelphia — This situation is 
about to get really sticky if Kolb 
doesn't play as well as Vick has the 
past two weeks. Stay away from 
both until it is clear who will be the 
starter. 
Free Agent Studs 
Demaryius   Thomas   WR, 
Denver — How this guy went un- 
drafted in some leagues is shocking. 
In limited time last week he had 97 
yards and a touchdown. Expect him 
to have a huge year once he is 100 
percent healthy. 
Charlie Batch QB, Pitts- 
burgh — Big Ben will be back in a 
few weeks, but until then Batch is a 
great pick up if you are thin at quar- 
terback. He is smart and manages 
games well. Don't expect him to put 
up Peyton Manning-type numbers, 
but he'll fill in nicely if your start- 
ing QB has a bad matchup. 
Mike Tolbert RB, San Di- 
ego — Rookie Ryan Matthews 
is injured and has had a big fum- 
bling problem. Don't expect him to 
start for the rest of the year, but he 
should have some good weeks until 
Matthews is back at 100 percent. 
Darrius Heyward-Bey WR, 
Oakland — So far, the guy has 
been a bust. However, the Raiders 
are not very good and have handed 
the starting QB job to Bruce Grad- 
kowski. Gradkowski showed that 
Heyward-Bey is one of his favorite 
targets. This guy could finally show 
off that 4.2 speed while actually 









Aaron Hernandez TE, New 
England — Tom Brady loved throw- 
ing to this guy last week when Moss 
and Welker were covered. Expect 
him to be a red zone threat and po- 
tential rookie of the year candidate 
down the road. 
Fantasy is a game of chance and 
luck. There is no worse feeling than 
sitting a guy that has a huge game 
(Jahvid Best last week). 
Go with your gut and look at 
match-ups. Bye weeks can be killers, 
but the key to keeping your team 
consistent is depth. 
Remember that it's only week 
three. Fantasy Playoffs are like 
March Madness; just get in the 
dance and anything can happen, so 
best of luck this week. 
I'd also like to say rest in peace 
to Broncos WR Kenny McKinley, 
former South Carolina Gamecock. 
We at Clemson know what it's like 
to lose a player far too soon. 
Prayers out to his family and 
all the players lost in the past few 
years. RIP Gaines Adams, Sean Tay- 
lor, Darrent Williams and Damian 
Nash. 
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ESPN from page Cl 
suit witnessed at Auburn, my actual experiences at the 
GameDay set last weekend were leaps and bounds above 
my previous affair with the show on Bowman. I'm not 
trying to say that Auburn throws a better GameDay party 
— it's just that being backstage makes all the difference. 
The task ESPN requested my services for was simple 
enough. My job was simply to record footage of the at- 
mosphere around GameDay from the unique perspective 
of a fan. I was sent a high definition Flip Video camcord- 
er a few days before the event to use as a means to record 
the environment around the stadium. 
Upon my arrival to the scaffolding set up for the 
GameDay crew, I stared into a sea of Tiger fans decked 
out in orange and blue. Almost everyone was carrying 
oversized signs on 10-foot poles to be seen in the back- 
drop of the GameDay set. Some of them were clever, like 
the "Virginia Tech Chokies" sign, but most of the signs 
being carried by Auburn's fans were lame puns utilizing 
quarterback Cam Newton's name. 
Perhaps the most exciting part of my experience at the 
GameDay set was simply watching the crew walk right by 
me and onto the set for the first time Saturday morning. 
After years of hosting the show, one would think that it 
is just another day at the office for the anchors. What I 
quickly found is that the hosts seemed to be just as ex- 
cited about being on the set as I was. 
Chris Fowler wasn't sitting at the table for two min- 
utes before he turned around and started waving at the 
crowd and pumping them up. Auburn and Clemson fans 
quickly responded with a deafening roar that put a smile 
on the faces of the entire crew. College GameDay was off 
to a great start. 
During my time on the set, I received an up-close view 
of the ESPN staff and GameDay crew putting together 
the show. Despite being a live broadcast, everything was 
timed down to the second. It was very precise, and ESPN 
certainly has broken GameDay telecasts down to an exact 
science. 
Using the schedule to my advantage, I found myself 
in the right place at the right time very often. In what 
might have been one of the funnier moments on the set, 
Clemson's very own mascot, The Tiger, challenged Aubie 
to a pushup contest. While Aubie struggled to keep up 
with the visiting mascot's pushup pace, The Tiger busied 
himself with clap pushups that never seemed to drain his 
energy. 
For any guys out there who are not jealous of my expe- 
rience yet, I successfully engaged Erin Andrews in an in- 
terview immediately following the GameDay Broadcast. 
While it may have only lasted a minute, I will take that 
experience to the grave. 
Once GameDay was over, I was still on a quest to see 
how Auburn tailgating compares to Clemson Univer- 
sity. While I would love to say that the Tigers of up- 
state South Carolina are the champions of pregame 
festivities, our sister school in Alabama seems to have 
us beat on that front. 
When I wasn't busy explaining to Auburn fans about 
how Clemson actually wins national championships 
in undefeated seasons, I was staring open-mouthed 
at the War Eagle tailgates. Most Auburn tailgates in- 
volved either an RV or a minimum of three conjoined 
tents. Underneath the shelter provided by the Auburn 
fans' makeshift abodes were plentiful amounts of food 
and, in most cases, a big-screen, high-definition tele- 
vision tuned in to the DirecTV college football pack- 
age. Glorious. 
Other than the professional tailgating aspect of Au- 
burn, the atmosphere and game days on their campus 
mirror Clemson in many ways. Being a small town, 
texts were still delivered in bulk to football fans every 
half hour courtesy of AT&T's phone tower bottle- 
neck effect. The students also displayed the same ap- 
prehensive attitude with concerns to the local, non- 
student population around their university that we at 
Clemson often feel. 
Not to mention the environment that the students 
created within Jordan-Hare Stadium on Saturday 
night. I have been to some prestigious stadiums in my 
time at Clemson, but never have I seen a crowd so into 
a football game outside of Death Valley. 
It was electric. 
In the press box at the game, ESPN was running 
the live game action on a 3-D television. While the 
excitement of watching Clemson lose with yet another 
dimension of clarity was great, I doubt I'll be pur- 
chasing a 3-D television before I can watch it without 
those stupid glasses. I feel like Harry Caray every time 
I put those things on. 
Despite an early lead and a late comeback, the Ti- 
gers of Auburn ended up prevailing over our beloved 
Clemson football team. But at least we put up one hell 
of a fight with the eyes of the entire nation watching. 
Leaving the game, the Auburn fans were extremely 
friendly and civil. Had they been Maryland or Geor- 
gia Tech fans, surely there would have been more 
choice words thrown in the direction of fans wearing 
Clemson attire. 
But Auburn fans understand the feeling of a crush- 
ing loss and did not wish to kick our fans while they 
were down. That's the sign of a smart football school. 
Hopefully GameDay will reward the efforts of both 
programs by visiting Clemson in 2011 when the Ti- 
gers and War Eagles square off once again. 
Visit www.collegegameday.com to watch Clemson's 
Student Ambassador video. 
Break it. Strain it. Tear it. 
STRENGTHEN IT. STRETCH IT. REHAB IT. 
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• Custom Splinting 
• Sport Conditioning 
•Injury Prevention 
Education 
• Custom Foot Orthotics 
• Pool Therapy 
13.000 square fool 
state-of-the-art facility 
located on 
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Whether you were injured playing 
intramurals or are recovering from a 
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation 
programs with individual attention to 
return you to your busy college life or 
sports arena! 
Trust the best. We've been treating our neighbors in 
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas 
since 1994... 
Auburn sophomore runningback Onterio McCalebb rushed for 81 yards on 10 
carries, finding the end-zone once against Clemson's defensive unit 
AUBURN from page Cl 
two touchdown passes in the third, 
including a backbreaking 78-yard 
bomb to Terrell Zachery to gain the 
seven-point edge. 
The third quarter proved to be an 
anomaly, as Clemson controlled the 
game in the fourth quarter just as it 
had in the first half. Andre Ellington 
punched it in from two yards out 
with 12:36 to play, tying the game 
at 24. 
Ellington had an excellent day 
running the ball, totaling 140 yards 
on 22 carries for 6.4 yards per at- 
tempt. Harper wasn't nearly as suc- 
cessful on the ground as Ellington 
but provided a solid contribution in 
the passing game. 
Parker was arguably the MVP 
of the first half but struggled after 
he took a helmet to the back while 
being tackled in the third quarter. 
He still managed to throw for 227 
yards on 21-of-35 passing with two 
touchdowns and no interceptions. 
After the game, Parker didn't in- 
tend to use the injury as a crutch. 
"I didn't come here to watch our 
team, to leave them when they need- 
ed me most," Parker said. "I was 
pushing to get the job done. Injury 
or no injury, that is no excuse." 
Allen was Clemson's leading re- 
ceiver, catching five balls for 66 
yards. All of his catches, however, 
came in the first half, as Parker was 
not able to get him the ball after 
the midway point of the game. Five 
Clemson players had at least three 
catches each. 
The Clemson defense did a pretty 
good job containing Newton, hold- 
ing him to 68 yards rushing and just 
7-of-l4 passing with two intercep- 
tions. The times when Newton beat 
them, however, proved too costly to 
overcome. 
The defense also allowed Onte- 
rio McCalebb and Michael Dyer to 
combine for 150 yards rushing on 
just 26 carries. McCalebb scored 
a touchdown on a 12-yard end 
around. 
Clemson struggled to cover 
Newton's primary receiving target, 
Darvin Adams, who caught five 
passes for 118 yards and a touch- 
down. 
Clemson coach Dabo Swinney 
was pleased with the team's effort 
but was naturally disappointed with 
the outcome. 
"We played hard and showed a lot 
of toughness," Swinney said. "We 
also showed some poise at critical 
times. But I am awfully disappoint- 
ed that we didn't finish. We had a 
chance to finish the game." 
Clemson has a bye this week and 
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"D evil" is a movie about five people being stuck in an elevator, one of whom happens 
to be Satan. Why is Satan riding in an 
elevator in a skyscraper in Philadelphia, you 
ask? According to our narrator at the start 
of the movie, Satan is there to torture the 
damned before he kills them because Satan 
just does that sometimes. Being stuck on an 
elevator is pretty good torture, and indeed, a 
good twenty-minute chunk of the movie is 
dedicated to the people on the elevator getting 
increasingly annoyed at each other while 
building security watches on closed-circuit 
television and informs them that the problem 
is being worked on. The torture gets a lot 
better when the lights conveniendy go out — 
some screeching demonic noises are heard and 
people start getting murdered. After that, the 
movie turns into a supernatural version of an 
Agatha Christie play, if Agatha Christie 
wrote bad supernatural thrillers. Who is 
the murderer/devil? Between the sleazy 
salesman (Geoffrey Arend), the rookie 
claustrophobic security guard (Bokeem 
Woodbine), the rich girl (Bojana 
Novakovic), the old lady (Jenny O'Hara) 
and the mysterious dude in a hoodie 
(Logan Marshall-Green), the film gives 
you plenty of reasons to suspect all of 
them at some point. It is worth noting 
that the movie manages to be creepy 
without resorting to the jump-scares 
that are all too common in most suspense 
movies today. The actors display just enough 
characterization to make them mysterious 
and likely candidates to be the murderer. 
"Devil," produced and co-written by M. 
Night Shyamalan, rehashes a lot of concepts 
from his previous works. A supernatural 
element is in play. The characters all doubt 
the supernatural element, particularly 
Detective Bowden (Chris Messina), who 
gets called in to attempt to find the killer and 
play the sane man surrounded by madness. 
One character does believe, and the others 
call him crazy. Would it even be a spoiler to 
say there is a twist ending in a Shyamalan 
movie? These days, Shyamalan's reputation 
could be represented by a cartoon line 
graph pointing down, and after "The Last 
Airbender" bombed this summer, his name 
has all but become a punch line known for 
twist endings and bad movies. This movie 
manages to be not that bad but not very 
good either, landing right at mediocre, which 
is more than fine, given his current status. 
"FLA/V\INGO" 
ACOB U/EBB JA UI 
O n "Flamingo," Brandon Flowers tries to branch out from his work with the Killers, exploring new 
sounds and constructing quieter tunes 
in exchange for the huge anthems of 
his band. Like the Killers' 2006 album 
"Sam's Town," "Flamingo" is obviously 
another work that's heavily influenced 
by Flowers' hometown of Las Vegas, 
Nev. From the opening track, the 
bombastic and spectacular "Welcome 
to Fabulous Las Vegas," to the quiet 
and rootsy desert sounds of "Playing 
With Fire," you can tell that the iconic 
city has deeply shaped Flowers' sounds 
and lyrics with each track seeming to 
represent a different aspect of the city. 
"Flamingo" is comprised of an 
impressively diverse set of songs, but 
the most impressive moments are 
when Flowers moves away from the 
huge anthems that listeners have come 
to associate with the Killers. "Hard 
Enough," a duet with Jenny Lewis of 
Rilo Kiley, and the soft, Springsteen- 
esque "Only the Young" show a new 
side of Flowers, one that carefully 
aims for textural pieces rather than 
sing-along anthems like the Killers' 
"Mr. Brightside" or "When You Were 
Young."   Flowers   has   certainly   made 
a point of standing apart from the 
Killers, and listeners should take note. 
Besides Flowers' distinctive vocals, 
"Flamingo" could not be confused for 
a Killers album. Keyboards rather than 
guitars drive most of the songs, and the 
album contains many songs that sound 
like tributes to Flowers' own musical 
heroes, such as the aforementioned 
"Only the Young" or the Pet Shop Boys 
sound-alike "Was it Something I Said?" 
Only the excellent first single 
"Crossfire" even hints at the Killers' 
signature sound. Unfortunately, some 
of Flowers' experiments come off as 
incomplete, like the boring album 
closer "Swallow It" or the pretentious, 
gospel-choir-featuring "On the Floor," 
but these moments are rare, and 
"Flamingo" has enough good songs 
on it to justify its existence. Overall, 
"Flamingo" doesn't stand up to the 
Killers' catalogue, but it does allow 
Flowers to experiment and explore 
on his own with mostly good results. 
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What started as a frightening crime 
turned comedic when Antoine Dodson 
became involved. One night, the "Bed 
Intruder" visited Antoine's sister Kelly 
at her home in Huntsville, Ala. What's 
so funny, you ask? Take a few minutes out of your busy fall 
schedule and become acquainted with "The Bed Intruder" song 
on YouTube. If you make it through this hilarious song without 
laughing out loud, it may be a sign you have no sense of humor. 
Though Antoine fails miserably in his attempt to intimidate 
the "Bed Intruder," he did in 
fact succeed in leaving us with 
an unbelievably hilarious and 
surprisingly catchyvideo. With 
more than 23 million hits on YouTube, the video 
is so popular that it can now be found on iTunes. 
Skeptical?  Visit   iTunes   yourself and  see. 
In August the song even reached the Billboard 
Hot   100   charts,   and   though   we   don't   need 
any reminder of Clemson's trip to Auburn,  the 
song was in fact played at the game — not a 
typical  game  time  song,   but  to  each  his  own. 
However,  I  leave you with  a warning:  after 
listening to this song, you'll find yourself awake at 
night, not in fear of the "Bed Intruder" but because 
the tune is stuck in your head. If you think you 
will   escape   unaffected,   well,   "You   are   so 
dumb. You are really dumb.  For real." 
&k 
going 
WSBF: Chronicles of 
the Landsquid 
Lever Beach 
7 p.m. -11:55 p.m. 
FREE 
Library Book Sale 
Cooper Library Patio 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
'Social Media: Can 
Facebook Impact my 
Job Search?' 
Michelin Career Center 





Starts at 7 p.m. 
$9.00 
Concert: Jeff Bates 
Anderson Civic Center 
Starts at 7 p.m. 
$11.00 
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E LIZABETH PREEL CR in the next room 
They are creatures known to live amongst us. They act like normal human beings when 
in fact they aren't. They are the people who haunt you in your wildest nightmares, 
people we all fear. Do not be fooled by their innocent dispositions — it's only a front. 
When you turn your back, that's when they get you! They are... your roommates? 
Yes, the one thing every student is afraid of is a bad roommate. I have not 
personally experienced the following situations, but I have heard plenty of horror stories. Rest 
assured,    there   are   simple   ways   to   tell    if   your   roommate   will   be   the   dreaded   horrible   roommate. 
Here's how you can tell: 
1: They stay out until dawn and come blasting into 
the dorm as loud as they possibly can, neglecting 
the fact that you are innocently sleeping after 
preparing   for   that   big   exam   the   next   day. 
2: They remind you of Oscar the Grouch. If 
you make the slightest noise while they are 
in   the   room,   they  will   bite   your   head   off. 
3: They leave all their trash out 
like    you     are     the     maid     of    the    dorm. 
4: They are always inviting their "friends" 
over      at      odd      hours      of      the      night. 
5: They don't respect your personal space; they 
always have their stuff thrown all over your stuff. 
How you could deal with each problem: 
1: You can either be the nice person by pulling 
them aside and telling them how you feel 
about their noisiness and hope that they listen 
to you and stop, OR you can give them a 
taste of their own medicine. Now it is YOUR 
turn to come storming in and see how they 
like being woken up at three in the morning. 
2: Tell them to take a chill pill; no one is going to die 
if you make a small noise. Inform them you are 
sorry you disturbed them, but they have no right 
to bite your head off for something so simple. 
3: As with the first problem, you can be the nice 
person and let them know they need to clean up 
after themselves and hope they do. I, on the other 
hand, am the person who would go to the store 
and buy a big plastic container. If it were dishes 
they were leaving out, I would put all of the dishes 
they left in this container and place it politely on 
their bed. If it were just regular trash they were 
leaving around, I would place these trash items 
in some of their things to let them know that 
it's not okay. Don't be cruel about it, and don't 
turn their side of the room into a disaster zone. 
Small things count the most; don't be extreme — 
just do small things you know they will notice. 
4: Inform your roommate that it is NOT okay to 
invite random people over all the time at odd 
hours of the night. Set up a system so you both 
understand when it is appropriate to have people 
over and whether there are any exceptions to this. 
Put your foot down about it; otherwise you will be 
the rug they have their friends scrape their feet on. 
5: Let them know there are certain things you 
do not want them to mess with or touch. If 
they do not listen to you, then do the same to 
them. Eat that bagel they said they were saving 
for breakfast, put your stuff on their bed — 
anything that will get your point across. Don't 
be extreme about it, just do something small that 
they will notice and that will get the point across. 
Sporcle.com: the quiz web site that offers 
"mentally stimulating diversions" on topics such 
as classic literature, fill-in-the-blank music lyrics 
and "movie by actors." 
Stumbleupon.com: Another web site that offers 
diverting blogs to look at. All you do is sign up 
on the site, choose what kind of blogs you're 
interested in, and it searches for interesting, funny 
or just stupid things to look at and read. 
Checking your e-mail incessantly: Instead of 
working on something, checking your e-mail 
makes you feel important. Maybe if you check 
in the next five minutes an important note 
from your professor will come in telling you the 
assignment is cancelled. 
Random Wikipedia searches: This works 
especially well when a paper is due. Because 
being on Wikipedia means you're researching... 
right? 
Facebook: Obviously. 
With these simple techniques you can quickly reverse your roommate's bad behaviors. This way, you can both 
live harmoniously without any more problems. You have cured the monster of their disease and you are both free. 
Fall Show Schedule 
listen online 
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Baked Pesto Chicken Ingredients: 
Yield: 4 Servings 
Ingredients: 
4 boneless skinless chicken breasts 
Vi cup'basil pesto 
2 plum tomatoes 
2 cups shredded mozzarella cheese 
Preheat oven to 400°. Cover cookie sheet with foil. 
Put pesto and chicken in bowl. Toss until chicken is 
covered. 
Bake for 20-25 minutes. 
Place slices of tomato on top of chicken and sprinkle 
with cheese. 
Bake another 3-5 minutes. 
Serve with a box of angel hair pasta and herbs and 
French bread. 
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Across 
1. Dairy animal 
4. Sedimentary rock layers 
10. Engagement 
14. Have unpaid debts 
15. Wears away 
16. An oath 
17. Also 
18. Posterior 
19. Granular rock 
20. Portions of a whole 
22. Vitality 
24. Tramples 
25. Tail end 
26. Oceans 
28. Representative example 
32. Pace 
35. Sends a signal 
37. Poplar tree 
38. Gone by 
39. Bile acid is one 
41. Lay out to dry 
42. Contribution 
44. Mend socks 
45. Seeks advice 
46. Supple 
48. Compared to 
50. Thresholds 
51. Inheritance 
55. Vertical door panels 
58. Ridicule 
60. Have concern 
61. Assailed 
63. Health resort 
64. Second cervical 
vertebra 








2. Legal title holder 
3. Tapered device 
4. Resign 
5. Carry on business 
6. Drubbing 
7. Sums up 
8. Afternoon social 
9. At rest 
10. Abandons 
11. Gelling agent 
12. Sharp taste 
13. Whirlpool 
21. Disguise 
23. Mythological nymph 
25. Recreation area 




32. Loud cry 
33. Hindu god of fire 




43. Of no value 
45. Organized insects 
47. Makes clutter 
49. Digressions 
52. Supermarket location 
53. Drunkard 
54. Related on the 
mother's side 
55. Con game 
56. Move along in a self 
powered craft 
57. Eye part 
58. Cube 
59. Sporting sword 
62. Immediately 
1. In what movie does Anne Hathaway play an overworked fashion assistant to a major 
magazine? 
2. Name the yellow Telly Tubby. 
3. When there are two full moons in one month, what is the second called? 
4. True or false: only one word in the English language rhymes with silver. 
5. Which Beatles' first girlfriend was named Thelma Pickles? 
Aries 
March 21 - April 20 
Your recent acts of kindness will be 
reciprocated this weekend. 
Taurus 
Leo 
July 23 - Aug. 23 
Sagittarius 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 e 
Your mother will call you Wednesday 
»   with some important news, so keep your 
phone on. 
Apr/7 2 / - May 20 u Virgo Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 ft 
^   Keep pumping those vitamins; flu 
season is just around the corner. 
Gemini  
May 21 -June 21 
Don't be too bummed about last 
»   week's football game — there's still this 
weekend to rest up for Homecoming! 
Cancer  
June 22-July22 
►   The stars have aligned, so it seems that 
you will make an A on your next exam. 
►   Double-check your schedule this week 
so you don't forget an important date. 
Libra  
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23      | 
Video games will prove to be your 
downfall. 
►   Coldplay is the perfect mood music for 
your date Friday night. 
Capricorn 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
The ancient art of Indian war dance will 
»   return to you this week. Release your 
inner warrior. 
Aquarius 
Jan. 20-Feb. 19 
^   Be extra cautious of birds on Monday. 
Scorpio 
Oct. 24-Nov. 21 ED Pisces Feb. 20 - March 20 ® 
Make time for sleeping in this weekend, 
k   Being sleep deprived does not do good 
things for your skin. 
CTV (channel 99) on campus will 
show your favorite movie on Thursday 
night. 
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Triars Tavern 
KATE O1 UEEN 
I n a small town like Clemson, you always have to try out the new restaurants that open, such as Friars Tavern, which is located across from Fike Recreation Center. Looking at the menu online, it was easy to see that Friar's has a very eclectic mix of foods. Offering a broad variety of pasta, pizza, ribs, subs and sandwiches, I was excited to see how such a wide culinary scope would affect the food taste and quality. I started off with the dough poppers, which were super-delicious and really well seasoned, especially when 
I dipped them in the garlic butter sauce that came on the 
side. For my main course, I decided to get the broccoli, 
cheese and spinach calzone. The first thing I noticed was 
the size of the calzone! It was a great portion size that 
could make two meals for $7.50. I also noticed that the 
spinach inside was fresh and not packaged spinach, which 
provided a very fresh taste to the calzone. The combination 
of cheese was also quite tasty and was probably my 
favorite combo of cheese that I've had in  a calzone. 
While the food was very competitive with other 
established restaurants in the area, the service was not 
exacdy up to the standard I'm accustomed to experiencing. 
It appeared to be more of a "working out the kinks in a 
new restaurant" issue more than a quality issue, but it 
still made the dining experience a little awkward and 
did not match the high standards of the tasty food. 
Overall, I think Friar's Tavern has a great menu that 
can satisfy an entire table of different tastes. As the staff 
gains more experience, I'm sure the service will soon 
match the unique and yummy dishes this restaurant 
has to offer. If you find yourself wanting to break out 
of your dinnertime rut and try something new, go 
and dive in to the delicious dishes at Friar's Tavern! 
A concert review of Big Gigantic, the Disco Biscuits, Big Boi, and STS9 
DYAN CHIVERDECKER 
Music is a thing that is difficult to explain yet more 
universal than anything else. It is strange to think 
that different sounds synchronizing have the 
ability to altar perception, mood and spirit. Aug. 
28, 2010, will never be forgotten for those who 
happened to be at the Verizon Wireless amphitheatre in Alpharetta, Ga. 
For the musically naive, Big Gigantic, the Disco Biscuits, Big Boi and 
STS9 all collaborated to create a musical celebration that reached a seismic 
energy of 6.8 on the Richter scale. The anticipation for this show was 
amplified not only because of the eclectic combination of talent but also 
because Big Boi and the majority of STS9 grew up in or around Adanta. 
The gates opened around 4 p.m. Walking around the amphitheatre 
brought back nostalgia of Halloween — individuals of different 
nationalities, gender, shape, size, style and, most visibly, hygiene could be 
found roaming the venue's hillside and pit area. The sun beamed down as 
Big Gigantic opened up the show with a powerful blend of dubstep, classic 
saxophone and heavy, upbeat percussion. After about an hour of head 
bobbing, the Disco Biscuits stepped onto the stage. They opened with 
their new tune "On Time," and from then on the crowd was in a trance. 
Their sound reels in the listener, and once caught, there is nothing that 
could avert one's attention. The Biscuits played seven songs with almost 
no interruption or silence, which further contributed to their attention- 
consuming style. It was almost as if they played one continuous song 
that shot out tangents of musical flavor, promoting a gamut of emotions 
spanning from darkness to euphoria. All sense of time seemed to evaporate 
during their set, and just like that, their hour and fifteen minutes were up. 
After the sun had set, the long-anticipated dark of night was cue 
for the next act, Big Boi. No fraternity party will ever compare to the 
body-moving bass and energy that Big Boi and his family possessed while 
on stage. He blasted classic OutKast hits "Ghetto Musick," "Bombs 
Over Bahgdad" and "So Fresh So Clean" and also played his newer 
tracks "Shutterbug" and "General Patton." G Love & Special Sauce also 
jumped on stage to collaborate, creating an even more unique sound. 
Looking down over the massive crowd reminded me of the grimy rap 
batde scene from "8 Mile." It didn't matter if you were in the first row 
or the last, it was almost unconsciously obligatory to have your hands 
waving in unison with the thick rhythm and bass of Big Boi. To add to 
the already impressive display of lyrical flow and excitement, Big Boi 
invited his adolescent children on stage to perform impromptu dancing 
that could have been advanced choreography in any Justin Timberlake 
or Lady Gaga music video. I was skeptical about a rap artist playing 
in front of such a large audience, but Big Boi exceeded expectations. 
From the moment STS9 played their first note until the last 
sound left their speakers, the audience was trapped. Sound Tribe uses 
a methodical blend of sounds that slowly build upon one another, 
resulting in composition that can truly reach a level of transcendence. I 
have seen many musical acts and never witnessed an audience so under a 
spell like I did during this set — it was as though each audience member 
was a helpless puppet attached to a string that had a direct feed from 
the instruments of the band, and the band thoroughly displayed their 
control. Some songs promoted funky dancing and celebration, others 
left the audience stone-still with astonishment at the pure beauty of the 
sounds, and others brought the audience to a near-animalistic chaotic 
mess. As if the music wasn't enough to melt the faces off the audience, STS9 
coupled their sound with a light show that enhanced the excitement and 
entertainment tenfold. It was amazing to witness thousands of people with 
completely diverse histories enjoying sounds that clearly had a profound 
effect on them. The 18-song set flew by, and suddenly, the music was over. 
Some say that music is food for the soul, and I will attest to 
that saying, because as I tiredry trudged out of the Verizon Wireless 
amphitheatre, I felt completely rejuvenated. The experience was 
once-in-a-lifetime and truly moving. To all who read this, I strongly 
encourage you to give these musical acts a listen; you'll enjoy it. 
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For   the   past   22   years,   Bob   Dylan's 
"Never-Ending  Tour"   has   been  just 
that: a continuous schedule of visits to 
all four corners of the world from one of 
America's most influential musicians. 
Dylan has often included South Carolina on 
his tour. Just last summer he came to Heritage 
Park   Amphitheater   in   Simpsonville,   and   this 
year   Dylan   and   his   band  will   be   coming   to 
Clemson's     very     own     Littlejohn     Coliseum. 
Tickets went on sale as of Sept.  17; student 
tickets will be $28 with CUID (4 ticket limit with 
student ID) and all other tickets will be sold for $48. 
It is hard to know what to expect from Dylan 
in    concert   considering   the   balance    between 
his    older,    most-recognized    anthems    and    his 
newer   works;   however,   when   looking   at   his 
most recent set lists,  it seems that concertgoers 
can   expect   to   hear  at   least  these  seven  songs: 
1. "Ballad Of A Thin Man" - released 
1965 on the album "Highway 61 
Revisited." Lyrics to know: "Something 
is happening here, but you don't 
know what it is... do you, Mr. Jones?" 
2. "Highway 61 Revisited" - another 1965 
song,   folksy  story-telling   at   its   finest. 
3. "Jolene"   -   a   newer   Dylan 
masterpiece from the album 
"Together Through Life." 
4. "Just Like A Woman" - 
a   "Blonde   on   Blonde" 
classic...     "She     aches 
just    like    a    woman, 
but    she    breaks    just 
like      a      little      girl." 
5. "Like A Rolling Stone" - 
simplyput, pure excellence. 
6. "Rollin       And      Tumblin" 
-   an   older   song   that   has 
been    re-mastered    a    thousand 
times  over  by various  artists  and 
was   recorded   by   Dylan   in   2006. 
7. "Thunder On The Mountain" - from the 
album "Modern Times," released in 2006. 
This solid set list promises not to disappoint; 
tickets   to   see   Bob   Dylan   and   his   band   may 
be   purchased   from   the   Guest   Services   HUB 
on  the  second   floor  of Hendrix  or   from 
ticketmaster.com.   The   concert   will 
be  on  Sunday,   Oct.   17  and 
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How would I describe my ideal workplace environ- 
ment? Since High School we started to consider our 
future careers. We took many tests that suggested 
which occupations would be the best for us. This 
paired with inputs from family and friends we de- 
cided what we finally want to be when we grow up. 
Well some of us may not know exactly what we want 
to do once we graduate but we have some qualifica- 
tions in a position that would lead to our never-end- 
ing happiness. 
Can you picture a job where YOU tell your boss 
when you want to work? In college we have a lot of 
activities that we are involved in, as well as a full se- 
mester of classes that we have to worry about. If you 
had a week with four exams and had plans to live in 
the library for a week then you wouldn't have time to 
work a normal schedule at a job. On the other hand 
if your significant other wanted tickets to the CMT 
Tour then you need to try to work as much as pos- 
sible. With TigerPaw Productions you see all the 
events that we produce and you sign up to work as 
many events you have time for and want to work. 
When you finally do your 4 years (hopefully) of col- 
lege you will start putting in applications for an 
actual career. Almost every company will require 
some form of previous job experience. Here at Tiger- 
Paw we don't require any job experience. For all of 
our crews you will go through extensive training to 
ensure you have the tools you need to work any 
event. Additionally the work you do here in Clem- 
son sometimes relate back to your major. Not only 
are you making money while in college but you are 
also acquiring skills, that can't be taught from a 
book, to be used in your future endeavors. The TPP 
Experience will be something you can take with you 
to any job you acquire (or at least give you something 
interesting to talk about during an interview). 
Lastly many jobs you had in the past you might've 
dreaded going to work on a daily basis. When work- 
ing in the concert industry every event is exciting 
and unique. You come in every time to work with 
other ambitious students to help put on an event for 
not only the campus but the whole community. You 
have the backstage pass to see exactly every detail that 
goes into putting on an event. After each time you 
can go home saying that you assisted in making thou- 
sands of fans happy. 
I hope you consider working with TigerPaw Pro- 
ductions in the near future. If you have any ques- 
tions about exactly what we do you can visit our web- 
site at www.backstagetpp.com. Also I would like to 
thank all those who attended the Fanatics Meeting 
yesterday. I look forward to the next meeting so that 
we can continue to have an influence on the Clem- 
son experience. If you have any questions or con- 
cerns feel free to email me at tpp@clemson.edu. 
Itl-.IX  IYVI   <-i 864 233.2525 
Alvin Jenkins 
Executive Director 
TigerPaw Productions 
www.backstagetpp.com 
